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ONCE UPON A TIME… 

This workshop started in 2011 in the aftermath of the discovery of the 
small scale anisotropy in the high energy CR arrival directions

With time, the aim of the workshop broadened to include anisotropy at 
other  energies  and  other  phenomenological  aspects  of  CR  physics 
(transport, acceleration, …) 

This happened mainly because the original phenomenon was kind of 
understood, at least in its statistical properties… though there may be 
several aspects that require further investigation, especially in terms of 
the connection with the helio-tail



DIPOLE AND SMALL SCALE ANISOTROPY
First observation

Observation at multiple 
angular scales

Energy dependence

Observation with IceTop

Six-Year Update

Full-Sky with HAWC

5 years of IceCube data, 
2 years of HAWC

Shown: relative intensity of 
small-scale structures at 10 TeV

2010:

2011:

2012:

2013:

2015:

2019:

History

Abeysekara et al., “All-Sky Measurement of the Anisotropy of Cosmic Rays at 10 TeV and Mapping 
of the Local Interstellar Magnetic Field”, Astrophys.J. 871 (2019) 96 (arXiv:1812.05682)
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Anisotropy in IceCube

Talk by F. McNally

Many  experiments  joined  in  the  search  for  the 
nature of anisotropies (IceCube, HAWC, IceTop, 
LHASSO …)  to  achieve  full  sky  coverage  and, 
equally important,  extend the study to a  wider 
range of energies
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Large-Scale 
Structure

Small-Scale 
Structure
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IceCube Preliminary

IceCube Preliminary

Statistics Large- and Small-Scale Structure

IceCube Preliminary

IceCube Preliminary
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Statistics Angular Power Spectrum

Uncertainties:

statistical

systematic

Previous 2σ noise limit
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Statistics/Simulation Angular Power Spectrum
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Statistics/Simulation Angular Power Spectrum
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Statistics/Simulation Angular Power Spectrum
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Statistics/Simulation Angular Power Spectrum
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Statistics/Simulation Angular Power Spectrum

Talk by F. McNally



THE DIPOLE

24

Statistics/Simulation Dipole Phase & Amplitude

Reconstructed R.A. component of the dipole amplitude and phase including other experiments (adopted from Ahlers & Mertsch 2017). The results shown are 
from Abeysekara et al. (2018b), Chiavassa et al. (2015), Alekseenko et al. (2009), Aglietta et al. (2009), Ambrosio et al. (2003), Guillian et al. (2007), 

Abdo et al. (2009), Bartoli et al. (2015), Amenomori et al. (2005), and Aartsen et al. (2013, 2016), A. Aab et al (2020), W. Gao et al (2021).

Talk by F. McNally

Dipole anisotropy VS energy
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Talk by W. Gas



A few considerations about Galactic 
CR anisotropy

✤ The Dipole anisotropy is not very sensitive to the overall spatial distribution 
of the CR sources (PB&Amato 2012)

✤ The Dipole amplitude is dominated by the most recent and closest CR source 
(Lee 1979, Ptuskin+ 2006, PB&Amato 2012)

✤ The Dipole phase reflects the projection of the global dipole (due to the 
closest source) on the direction of the local magnetic field—in other words: 
do not look for the source in the direction of the phase (Alhers & Mertsch 
2015)

✤ Small Scale Anisotropies are a byproduct of the propagation of CRs in the 
last mile (Giacinti & Sigl 2012, Alhers & Mertsch 2015)



FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS OF CR TRANSPORT

Gradient ansatz
Mertsch & Ahlers (2019), Kuhlen, Mertsch, Phan (2022)

• Vlasov equation:

df

dt
=
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• Gradient ansatz:
f (r, p̂) = f�(p̂) + (r� � r) · G ,

! Dipolar source term in the Vlasov equation:
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The advection-diffusion equation that we all love and use is actually an approximated 
version of a more fundamental equation, the Vlasov equation:Di↵usion approximation

Jokipii (1968)

• Decompose hf i into series in pitch-angle cosine µ:

hf i(p, µ, t) = g(p, t) + h(p, µ, t)

where

h(p, µ, t) = �
v

2
@g

@z

Z
dµ

1 � µ2

Dµµ
+ const.

• If scattering is isotropic, Dµµ / (1 � µ2) ! h(µ) / µ: dipole

• Example: Second-order quasi-linear theory Shalchi (2005)
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From the Vlasov equation you get  the diffusion equation for  <f> if  you make the 
ansatz that

and you take only the first term of h expanded in Legendre polynomials (namely the 
dipole term)

The dipole term on the other hand only depends on the gradient of <f>, so that once 
you know the <f> (from the diffusion equation), you know the dipole term…

You can continue this game and calculate the higher terms as well (INTERMEDIATE 
AND SMALL SCALE ANISOTROPIES!)



DIPOLE ANISOTROPY
Dipole anisotropies as a constraint
Amato & Blasi (2012); Evoli et al. (2012); Mertsch & Funk (2014); Evoli et al. (2022)
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PB&Amato 2012

Although the mean anisotropy amplitude in the diffusion model is 
well  defined, the fluctuations are divergent!  In other words,  the 
observed anisotropy depends on the specific realisation of sources 
and it is dominated by the closest and most recent source!

Notice that this implies that it can depend erratically upon energy 

Even  more  interesting,  you  expect  the  phase  to  suffer  sudden 
changes  at  energies  where  a  source  leaves  room  to  another 
source…

Finally, it was pointed out that the observed phase depends on the 
projection of the dipole on the direction of the local B field. 

At very high energies (path length larger than correlation length) it 
is less so…

Cosmic ray dipole
Mertsch & Funk (2014); also Ahlers (2016)

Assumptions

1 No coherent magnetic field

2 No deviations from average over B-fields

h (p)i =  0(p)(1+a b̂ · p̂|{z}
µ=cos ✓

+ . . .) with a '
�b̂·r 
 

The dipole does not point back to the source
and its amplitude is reduced by the projection.
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Mertsch & Funk 2014



SMALL SCALE ANISOTROPIES

Results
Kuhlen, Mertsch, Phan (2022)
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12 s and a coherence scale L 100c  pc. The Larmor radius
of 1–10TeV CRs is then of the order of r L10L c

5 - ,
corresponding to a few hundred AU. A numerical study of
this configuration with the methods described above is very
time-consuming since the asymptotic behavior relevant for the
multipole configuration is reached at a very late stage. Instead,
here we will study a simple turbulent configuration that allows
us to reach the necessary statistics to study the predicted effect
qualitatively. We choose 12s = with L0.01 cminl = and

L100 cmaxl = with k 2p l= and fix the rigidity of the CRs
to r L0.1L c= . We sample over 120 different turbulent magnetic
field configurations. For each field configuration we uniformly
sample 12288 CR orientations p 0î ( ) following the HEALPix
parametrization (n 32side = )(Gorski et al. 2005), which we
backtrack through the static magnetic field
B r e B rB z0( ) ˆ ( )d= + to find the initial position r Ti ( )- .
Figure 1 shows the power spectrum at different backtracking

times determined via a multipole expansion of the relative
intensity sky maps using the HEALPix utilities. We show the
cases of CR gradients parallel (solid lines) and perpendicular
(dotted lines) to B0. The black lines show the evolution of the
ensemble-averaged dipole induced by the CR gradient. The
magenta lines correspond to the standard dipole anisotropy
defined via Equation (3) evaluated by the replacement
r r r ri j i j1 2 1 2á ñ  á ñá ñ in Equation (5). As expected, this dipole
estimate is smaller than the ensemble average. Note that for the
case of perpendicular diffusion (dotted lines) the difference in
the asymptotic values is about one order of magnitude. The
green lines show the multipole power for ℓ2 9  . We also
show the expected monopole component (7) as blue lines. At
large times, the high-ℓcomponents in the multipole expansion
are dominated by noise, due to the finite number of trajectories.
The noise level can be estimated for large backtracking times T
as pixel shot noise

N
TK

n n

n
4

2 . 9ij
i j

pix

s
2

( ) p ¶ ¶

This is indicated as red lines in Figure 1 and clearly influences
the level of high-ℓmultipoles (green lines) in the map.

The best estimator for the true power spectrum is then
C Cℓ ℓ
 = á ñ - , and the variance (excluding cosmic variance)
is given by C ℓvar 2 2 1ℓ

2( ) ( )  + ; see, e.g., Campbell
(2015). In Figure 2 we show the estimatorsCℓ

 normalized to the
dipole C1 at a backtracking time T 100W = , corresponding to
the timescale of the transition into the diffusion regime
(cf. Figure 1). Given the finite number of trajectories, it might
be difficult to disentangle noise variance and cosmic variance
in the simulations; we hence limit ourselves to the former only.
Similar to the simulation, the sensitivity of experimental data to
high-ℓmultipoles is limited to shot noise indicated as dotted
lines in the plot. Overall, the simulation agrees well with the
IceCube and HAWC data. For an isotropic Gaussian field,
deviations at multipoles of ℓ 5 can be due to cosmic variance

with C C ℓvar 2 2 1ℓ ℓ
2( ) ( )  + . Furthermore, the limited field

of view of the observatories introduces additional systematic
errors, in particular for low-ℓmultipoles, which are not included
in the error bars of Figure 2.

4. GENERALIZED BGK FORMALISM

In the following, we derive the asymptotic form of the power
spectrum via a microscopic description of relative diffusion. As

before, we split the PSD into the average and fluctuating parts,
f f fd= á ñ + . The ensemble-averaged Boltzmann equation can
be written as(Jones 1990)

p L Lf f i f i f . 10t ˆ ( )w dW¶ á ñ + á ñ - á ñ = á ñ

Here we have introduced the angular momentum operator
L i p pa abc b c= - ¶ ¶ and the rotation vectors Be p0 0W =
and Be p0w d= .
The rhs of Equation (10) encodes the particle scattering in

the random fields. The influence of the turbulence is typically
approximated as a friction term introduced by Bhatnagar et al.
(1954; BGK). In its original version this term drives
the ensemble-averaged distribution fá ñ to its isotropic mean
n with an effective relaxation rate ν, i.e., Li f w dá

f n 4 )( ( )n p- á ñ - . The parameters n , n̂ , and An are the
effective parallel, perpendicular, and axial scattering rates, and
can be related to the BGK rate ν via n n= ,

1 2 2
 n n n= + W^ , and 1A

2 2
n nW = + W . Substituting

into Equation (2) we find that the standard C1
 and C1

^ (3)
scale as 1 n and 1 n̂ , respectively, similar to the sum (6) in
the relative diffusion approach.
We can generalize the BGK approximation of the friction

term to higher multipoles if we consider the effect of turbulence
on the particle momenta as a Brownian motion on a
sphere(Yosida 1949). For a distribution f on a sphere the
Brownian diffusion of momenta is described via

Lf f2t
2( )n¶ = - . In particular, if initially the configuration

is localized, p ppf 0, 10( ) ( ˆ ˆ )d= - , then the solution at later
times is given as p pf t Y,

ℓm ℓm( ) ( ˆ )*å= pY eℓm
ℓ ℓ t

0
1 2( ˆ ) ( )n- + .

This reduces to a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution of the
opening angle 1y defined via ppcos 0ˆ ˆy = with a width

t2 s n . Therefore, for the rhs of Equation (10) we make the

Figure 2. Power spectrum estimator C Cℓ ℓ = á ñ - (normalized to C1 ) for the
parallel (filled red diamonds) and perpendicular (filled green triangles) CR
gradient for the same simulations as shown in Figure 1 at a backtracking time

T 100W = . We also show the IceCube(Aartsen et al. 2013; blue open circles)
and the HAWC(Abeysekara et al. 2014; magenta open squares) power spectra
renormalized by a factor of 4×106 for better comparison. The different noise
level of the data is indicated as dotted lines. The three gray lines correspond to
the prediction of a relative scattering term x x1r

p( ) ( )n µ - in Equation (15)
for three different values of p.
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The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 815:L2 (5pp), 2015 December 10 Ahlers & Mertsch

Results
Kuhlen, Mertsch, Phan (2022)
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If the flux arriving at about one path length away from us has a dipole anisotropy, then 
the flux we get at Earth is also anisotropic on smaller scales



SPECTRA…
Several  speakers  have  stressed  how  the 
situation that measurements are revealing is at 
odds with the standard model of CR origin

But  the  theoretical  aspects  of  that  model  are 
very simple while this field develops in a very 
data driven way — it is obvious that while data 
get  better,  we  understand  more  of  the  fine 
details of the standard model - that is why we 
are carrying out measurements

Especially  important:  power  laws  do  not 
contain  scales  —  it  is  only  when  we  see 
deviations  (breaks)  that  we  identify  scales 
(remember the knee?)

Talk by C. Evoli .
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The cosmic-ray spectrum in 2023
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SPECTRAL BREAKS: CONSISTENT 
APPEARANCE OF FEATURES IN THE SPECTRA

P. Zuccon - UniTN & TIFPA Cosmic Rays in the MM Era - Paris 2022 7

Multi TeV proton flux features

CALET

ISS-CREAM

P. Zuccon - UniTN & TIFPA Cosmic Rays in the MM Era - Paris 2022 8

Multi TeV proton flux features

What is the origin of these structures 
New features in the propagation?

Local sources ?



SECONDARY/PRIMARY RATIOS
Grammage

Secondary over primary ratios let you infer a grammage = traversed column
density of CRs on their way to Earth
Energy dependent quantity
Grammage can be related to the diffusion coefficient which in turn is
connected to the microphysics and the magnetic turbulence in our
Galaxy

[DAMPE Collaboration 2022]
Benedikt Schroer (UChicago) CRA Workshop 2023 May 16, 2023 4 / 26

Grammage

Secondary over primary ratios let you infer a grammage = traversed column
density of CRs on their way to Earth
Energy dependent quantity
Grammage can be related to the diffusion coefficient which in turn is
connected to the microphysics and the magnetic turbulence in our
Galaxy

[DAMPE Collaboration 2022]
Benedikt Schroer (UChicago) CRA Workshop 2023 May 16, 2023 4 / 26

Talk by B. Schroer



THE SPECTRAL BREAK

AT 300 GV ALL SPECIES WE MEASURE SHOW A CHANGE OF SLOPE… 

WE KNOW THAT THIS PHENOMENON IS ALSO PRESENT IN THE SECONDARY/
PRIMARY RATIOS, HENCE THIS FEATURE IS INTRINSIC IN THE WAY PARTICLE 
DIFFUSE IN THE GALAXY 

THIS BOILS DOWN TO UNDERSTANDING WHY CRS SCATTER IN 
THE GALAXY 

DUE TO THE TRANSITION FROM A 
SELF-GENERATED TURBULENCE TO A 

PRE-EXISTING TURBULENCE 
(PB+2012, …)

NON TRIVIAL SPATIAL DEPENDENCE 
OF D(E,Z) ON THE HEIGHT UPON THE 

DISC (Tomassetti 2012, …)



TURBULENCE 
At low energies (<300 GV) we can count on self-generation for particle scattering: 
it is generated at all scales hence it does not suffer of the pathologies of MHD 
turbulence

At higher energies  we are sailing are in stormy waters:  Alfvenic  (and slow MS) 
turbulence cascades anisotropically (Talk by A. Lazarian) - no effective scattering

Fast  modes  are  isotropic,  but  when  dampings  are  accounted  for  the  resulting 
diffusion coefficient looks nothing like what we infer from B/C 

The addition of other effects (such as mirroring) may result in more likeable results 
but very model dependent and very sensitive to environmental conditions

Conclusion: despite much sophisticated theories of turbulence, we do not know yet 
how high energy particles diffuse in the Galaxy



TURBULENCE-CR SCATTERING AND TARGETS

Talk by R. Benjamin



SELF-GENERATED SCATTERING

Original  idea dates back to the pioneering work by Kulsrud&Pearce (1969),  Skilling 
(1975) and Holmes (1975), but it has been studied recently in terms of the spectral break 
(PB+2012, Aloisio+2013, Aloisio+ 2015, Evoli&PB 2018)

The  effect  is  based on the  excitation  of  a  streaming instability.  In  its  basic  form its 
growth rate is  proportional  to the CR density gradient — effective both on Galactic 
scales and near sources

In special conditions (energy density carried by the CR current larger than the local 
magnetic field energy density) a fast growing branch of this instability (Bell 2004) is 
activated.
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self-consistently simulate the long-term, large-scale cou-
pling of CRs and background plasma than fully-kinetic
PIC codes since they do not need to resolve small electron
scales, usually dynamically negligible.

In simulations, physical quantities are normalized to
the number density (n0) and magnetic field strength
(B0) of the initial background plasma. Lengths, time
and velocities are respectively normalized to the ion in-
ertial length di = c/!pi, to the inverse ion cyclotron fre-
quency ⌦�1

ci , and to the Alfvén speed vA, being c the
light speed, !pi the ion plasma frequency and mi the
ion mass. The background ion temperature is chosen
such that �i = 2v2th,i/v

2
A = 2, i.e. thermal ions gyro-

radius rg,i = di. The system is 2D (x � y) in physical
space and retains all three components of the momenta
and electromagnetic fields. We discretized the simulation
grid, of size 5000 ⇥ 7000 di, with 7500 ⇥ 10500 cells (i.e.
�x = �y ' 0.66di). Open boundary conditions are im-
posed in each direction for the CRs and on x for the back-
ground plasma; the y direction is periodic for thermal
particles. A background magnetic field, directed along x
and of strength B0, is embedded in the simulation do-
main. The background plasma, described with Nppc = 4
particles per cell, has density n0 and its distribution is
Maxwellian. The speed of light is set to 20 vA and the
time step is 0.01⌦�1

ci . CRs, discretized with Nppc = 16,
are injected at the left boundary at x = 0 in a small
stripe 3200di < y < 3800di with an isotropic momentum
distribution with ptotal = 100mvA, i.e. Lorentz factor
� ⇡ 5, and nCR = 0.0133n0.

Results - As discussed above, the excitation of stream-
ing instability acts as a bootstrapping process for seed-
ing the over-pressurised region around the source. Al-
though this may be expected to take place even due to
resonant streaming instability alone, we showed above
that, around a source, CRs streaming away ballistically
(at least in the beginning) can excite a non-resonant
Bell instability. In principle, this configuration may
also produce other instabilities, e.g. driven by pressure
anisotropies [34] Once the particles start scattering on
these instabilities, they will start to move slower in the
x-direction, hence their spatial density increases. This
can be seen in the top three panels of Fig. 1, where we
plot the CR density nCR at three di↵erent times in the
simulation. Several interesting aspects arise from this
figure: first, at early times, CR presence is limited to a
small region around the injection location, and the region
occupied by CRs has basically the same transverse size
as the source itself (in fact somewhat larger because the
particles are injected isotropically, hence CRs are initially
distributed on a region that exceeds the source size by a
Larmor radius on both sides of the injection region). Par-
ticles are still streaming ballistically in the x-direction.
At later times, the density of CRs around the source
increases and the region filled by CRs expands in the
transverse direction as a result of the over-pressurisation
of the flux tube due to scattering. The force associated

FIG. 1. Contour plots of the CR density (top row), of the
background plasma density (center), and of the perpendicular
component of the magnetic field (bottom) at three times in
the simulation. A movie showing the time evolution of these
quantities is provided as Supplemental Material [35] .

with the gradient of CR pressure in the perpendicular
direction causes a partial evacuation of the plasma pre-
viously located inside the bubble, as can be seen in the
central panels of Fig. 1 (gas density, ngas). While the
bubble expands, the gas density in the center of the bub-
ble decreases while the gas density on the outskirts of
the bubble increases and density waves are launched out-
wards in the simulation box. In fact we stop the simu-
lation when those waves reach the boundary, where we
impose periodic conditions in the y direction.
The bubble expansion triggered by CR scattering is

due to the generation of magnetic perturbations in the
directions perpendicular to the initial background mag-
netic field, which are initially absent. This is illustrated
in the last row of plots of Fig. 1, where we show B?
at three di↵erent times. At early times there is virtually
no turbulent magnetic field. The streaming of particles
along the x-direction drives the formation of a highly-
structured B?. The self-generated magnetic field follows
the expansion of the bubble and determines the local rate
of particle scattering in the whole volume filled by CRs.
There is no doubt that the magnetized region extends in
the perpendicular direction as the bubble expands. The
magnetic field seems particularly strong on the edges of
the bubble, signalling that the bubble is wrapped in an
envelope of swept up compressed field lines. Inside the
bubble the field is irregular, as it should be if responsible
for CR scattering.
The fact that CR transport in the region surround-

ing the source gets profoundly a↵ected by this turbulent

Schroer+, 2021, Dynamical effects of cosmic rays leaving their sources  

 PARTICLES ESCAPING A SOURCE REPRESENT 
AN ELECTRIC CURRENT, UNDER SOME 
CONDITIONS IT EXCITES A STREAMING 
INSTABILIT Y THAT LEADS TO STRONG 
PARTICLE SCATTERING 

 THE PRESSURE GRADIENT THAT DEVELOPS 
CREATES A FORCE THAT LEADS TO THE 
INFLATION OF A BUBBLE AROUND THE 
SOURCE 

 THE SAME FORCE EVACUATES THE BUBBLE 
OF MOST PLASMA 

 THERE IS NO FIELD IN THE PERP DIRECTION 
TO START WITH, BUT CR CREATE IT AT LATER 
TIMES (SUPPRESSED DIFFUSION, about 10 times 
Bohm)

HIGH ENERGY PARTICLES LEAVING A SOURCE 
SEVERELY CHANGE THE MEDIUM  AROUND



DISCREPANT HARDENING

Eun-Suk Seo

γ < 200 GeV/n = 2.77 ± 0.03
γ > 200 GeV/n = 2.56 ± 0.04

CREAM C-Fe

He

γCREAM = 2.58 ± 0.02

γAMS-01 = 2.74 ± 0.01

8

(Ahn et al., ApJ 714, L89, 2010)

Yoon et al. ApJ 728, 122, 2011; Ahn et al. ApJ 714, L89, 2010

CREAM-I
γP = 2.66 ± 0.02
γHe = 2.58 ± 0.02

It provides important constraints on cosmic 
ray acceleration and propagation models, 
and it must be accounted for in explanations 
of the e+e- anomaly and cosmic ray “knee.” 

Discrepant hardening 

Direct Measurements

PAMELA (Adriani et al., Science 332, 69, 2011)
AMS-02 (Aguilar et al., PRL 114, 171103 & 
115, 211101, 2015)  H and He not  only  have  different  observed 

spectra, they require different source spectra
 The spallation of 4He to 3He does not help in 
explaining the difference since the experiments 
measures the sum
 This finding is at odds with the purely rigidity 
dependent nature of DSA
 The  only  possibility  that  jumps  to  mind  is 
severe spallation inside sources, but…
 The discrepant hardening would suggest a He 
dominated  knee  (or  intermediate  mass 
dominated)

Talk by Seo
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The low-energy problem with injection slopes
Evoli et al., PRD 99, 2019; Weinrich et al., A&A 639, 2020
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! Differences between the proton and helium spectra measured up to∼ 60 TeV/n [Adriani et al., PRL 130, 2023]

! At odds with what one would expect in the case of pure rigidity dependent acceleration [Caprioli, Varenna Lecture Notes 2022]

! H is softer than nuclei, while He is harder: ∆γ ∼ ±0.05

! Problematic even for models of the difference between H and He injection based on the differentA/Z at shocks [Hanusch+,

Apj 2019]
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THE SO-CALLED DAMPE FEATURE
G. H. Choi et al. ISS-CREAM Collaboration, ApJ 940, 107, 2022   

ISS-CREAM Proton Spectrum (2.5 – 655 TeV)

Direct Measurements Eun-Suk Seo 10

• A broken power law fit to 1.6 – 164 TeV
data: γ = 2.57 ± 0.03 and a break at ~9.0 
± 1.3 TeV with ∆γ = 0.25. 

• At higher energies, the softening does not 
continue.

• The deviation from a 
single power law near 10 
TeV is consistent with 
the softening reported by 
CREAM-I &III, DAMPE, 
and NUCLEON, but ISS-
CREAM extends 
measurements to higher 
energies than prior 
measurements. 

Eb ~9.0 ± 1.3 TeV

G. H. Choi et al. ISS-CREAM Collaboration, ApJ 940, 107, 2022   
ISS-CREAM Proton Spectrum (2.5 – 655 TeV)

Direct Measurements Eun-Suk Seo 10

• A broken power law fit to 1.6 – 164 TeV
data: γ = 2.57 ± 0.03 and a break at ~9.0 
± 1.3 TeV with ∆γ = 0.25. 

• At higher energies, the softening does not 
continue.

• The deviation from a 
single power law near 10 
TeV is consistent with 
the softening reported by 
CREAM-I &III, DAMPE, 
and NUCLEON, but ISS-
CREAM extends 
measurements to higher 
energies than prior 
measurements. 

Eb ~9.0 ± 1.3 TeV

The DAMPE feature is  now found in H and 
He spectra by CALET and ISS-CREAM

Its origin is clearly still unclear, but it might be 
the  signature  of  accelerators  running  out 
steam  and  being  replaced  by  less  common, 
more luminous sources

Talk by Seo



Acceleration/sources

✤ SNR are effective accelerators,  as also shown by the large B field in the X-ray rims. The 
highest effective Emax is reached at the beginning of Sedov phase 

✤ For SN-Ia Emax is typically around 100 TeV

✤ For SN-II exploding in the wind of the pre-SN star Emax can be a bit higher but still <<knee

✤ Only in rare, very energetic core collapse SNe one can get up to the knee region

✤ But the spectrum is all but trivial
P. Cristofari et al.: Cosmic ray protons and electrons from supernova remnants
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Fig. 2. Spectra of protons produced at SNRs from type Ia (top), type II
(center), and type II* (bottom) SNRs for ↵ = 4 (thick lines) and ↵ = 4.3
(thin lines) if they were instantaneously liberated into the ISM (bro-
ken shell assumption). The dashed curves illustrate the e↵ect of adia-
batic losses in the downstream region, while the dotted lines refer to the
escape flux from the upstream region. In the bottom part of each panel
we also show the local slope of the spectrum q(p) at a given momentum.

the normal ISM, with a spatially constant gas density and back-
ground magnetic field. For type Ia SNRs the e↵ective maximum
energy is a few tens of TeV (left panel of Fig. 2). There is an
additional spectral steepening at somewhat lower energies due
to the temporal evolution of the maximum energy. More specif-
ically, the steepening occurs at the maximum energy reached at
the end of the ST phase, typically a few TeV. The flux of escaping
CR protons starts at about the same energy, as is clearly visible
in Fig. 2.

For a strong shock, such as the one expected for a young SNR
expanding in the normal ISM, the spectrum of accelerated parti-
cles at the shock location has a slope very close to 4 (thick lines
in Fig. 2). Nevertheless, as recently discussed by Caprioli et al.
(2020), the spectrum can be steeper if the finite velocity of scat-
tering centers in the downstream plasma is taken into account.
For this reason, in Fig. 2 we also show the case ↵ = 4.3 (thin
lines). In all cases of interest, the spectra of CR protons that are
injected into the ISM (as the sum of the two contributions) are
quite close to the spectrum at the shock in terms of slope, with
the exception of the highest energies, as discussed above.

For type II SNRs, the spectrum of CR protons is shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 2. For the sake of making a fair com-
parison between the three types of SN explosions, here we used
an acceleration e�ciency of ⇠CR = 0.1 for all of them. As dis-
cussed by Cristofari et al. (2020), because of the di↵erent rates
of occurrence of these events in the Galaxy, for type II SNRs
the e�ciency is required to be somewhat lower than for type Ia,
which is also reflected in a lower value of the maximum energy
of particles accelerated at the shock (see Eq. (12)). Despite this
bias, the maximum achievable energy for type II SNRs remains
on the order of ⇠105 GeV and falls short of the knee by a large
amount, as already pointed out by Cristofari et al. (2020).

Only when parameters are pushed to the extreme (what we
have called here type II* SNRs) can the maximum energy reach
the knee, as shown in the right plot of Fig. 2. As already pointed
out by Caprioli et al. (2009b), the superposition of the escape
flux from the di↵erent stages of shock evolution in the complex
environment around these SNRs may lead to the appearance of
bumps in the overall CR spectrum that might be related to the
feature recently measured by DAMPE in the 10�100 TeV region
of the proton spectrum (An et al. 2019).

The corresponding spectra of electrons injected by SNRs of
di↵erent types into the ISM are shown in Fig. 3. The thick and
thin curves refer to ↵ = 4 and ↵ = 4.3, respectively. The dash-
dotted line identifies the spectrum of particles accelerated at the
shock, as if they were immediately liberated into the ISM, with-
out energy losses. The solid lines are the spectra of electrons
liberated into the ISM after adiabatic and synchrotron losses
downstream of the shock, while the upstream escape flux, lim-
ited to the times when the maximum energy of electrons is not
determined by energy losses, is shown in the form of dotted lines.
If the SNR shell were broken or if confinement in the down-
stream region were energy-dependent (e.g., due to turbulence
damping), the actual contribution would lie between the dash-
dotted and solid lines.

The rate of synchrotron losses is larger when the condition
for the growth of the magnetic field through the excitation of
the nonresonant hybrid instability is fulfilled. As discussed in
Sect. 2, B2

2/⇢ / v7�↵
sh for this instability, and hence the mecha-

nism becomes less e↵ective or even ine↵ective in the late stages
of SNR evolution; these stages are, however, crucial for the pro-
duction of low energy electrons. As a consequence, the e↵ect of
radiative energy losses is only important at energies at or above
teraelectronvolt levels, while it is minor at lower energies, as
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Fig. 2. Spectra of protons produced at SNRs from type Ia (top), type II
(center), and type II* (bottom) SNRs for ↵ = 4 (thick lines) and ↵ = 4.3
(thin lines) if they were instantaneously liberated into the ISM (bro-
ken shell assumption). The dashed curves illustrate the e↵ect of adia-
batic losses in the downstream region, while the dotted lines refer to the
escape flux from the upstream region. In the bottom part of each panel
we also show the local slope of the spectrum q(p) at a given momentum.

the normal ISM, with a spatially constant gas density and back-
ground magnetic field. For type Ia SNRs the e↵ective maximum
energy is a few tens of TeV (left panel of Fig. 2). There is an
additional spectral steepening at somewhat lower energies due
to the temporal evolution of the maximum energy. More specif-
ically, the steepening occurs at the maximum energy reached at
the end of the ST phase, typically a few TeV. The flux of escaping
CR protons starts at about the same energy, as is clearly visible
in Fig. 2.

For a strong shock, such as the one expected for a young SNR
expanding in the normal ISM, the spectrum of accelerated parti-
cles at the shock location has a slope very close to 4 (thick lines
in Fig. 2). Nevertheless, as recently discussed by Caprioli et al.
(2020), the spectrum can be steeper if the finite velocity of scat-
tering centers in the downstream plasma is taken into account.
For this reason, in Fig. 2 we also show the case ↵ = 4.3 (thin
lines). In all cases of interest, the spectra of CR protons that are
injected into the ISM (as the sum of the two contributions) are
quite close to the spectrum at the shock in terms of slope, with
the exception of the highest energies, as discussed above.

For type II SNRs, the spectrum of CR protons is shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 2. For the sake of making a fair com-
parison between the three types of SN explosions, here we used
an acceleration e�ciency of ⇠CR = 0.1 for all of them. As dis-
cussed by Cristofari et al. (2020), because of the di↵erent rates
of occurrence of these events in the Galaxy, for type II SNRs
the e�ciency is required to be somewhat lower than for type Ia,
which is also reflected in a lower value of the maximum energy
of particles accelerated at the shock (see Eq. (12)). Despite this
bias, the maximum achievable energy for type II SNRs remains
on the order of ⇠105 GeV and falls short of the knee by a large
amount, as already pointed out by Cristofari et al. (2020).

Only when parameters are pushed to the extreme (what we
have called here type II* SNRs) can the maximum energy reach
the knee, as shown in the right plot of Fig. 2. As already pointed
out by Caprioli et al. (2009b), the superposition of the escape
flux from the di↵erent stages of shock evolution in the complex
environment around these SNRs may lead to the appearance of
bumps in the overall CR spectrum that might be related to the
feature recently measured by DAMPE in the 10�100 TeV region
of the proton spectrum (An et al. 2019).

The corresponding spectra of electrons injected by SNRs of
di↵erent types into the ISM are shown in Fig. 3. The thick and
thin curves refer to ↵ = 4 and ↵ = 4.3, respectively. The dash-
dotted line identifies the spectrum of particles accelerated at the
shock, as if they were immediately liberated into the ISM, with-
out energy losses. The solid lines are the spectra of electrons
liberated into the ISM after adiabatic and synchrotron losses
downstream of the shock, while the upstream escape flux, lim-
ited to the times when the maximum energy of electrons is not
determined by energy losses, is shown in the form of dotted lines.
If the SNR shell were broken or if confinement in the down-
stream region were energy-dependent (e.g., due to turbulence
damping), the actual contribution would lie between the dash-
dotted and solid lines.

The rate of synchrotron losses is larger when the condition
for the growth of the magnetic field through the excitation of
the nonresonant hybrid instability is fulfilled. As discussed in
Sect. 2, B2

2/⇢ / v7�↵
sh for this instability, and hence the mecha-

nism becomes less e↵ective or even ine↵ective in the late stages
of SNR evolution; these stages are, however, crucial for the pro-
duction of low energy electrons. As a consequence, the e↵ect of
radiative energy losses is only important at energies at or above
teraelectronvolt levels, while it is minor at lower energies, as
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Fig. 2. Spectra of protons produced at SNRs from type Ia (top), type II
(center), and type II* (bottom) SNRs for ↵ = 4 (thick lines) and ↵ = 4.3
(thin lines) if they were instantaneously liberated into the ISM (bro-
ken shell assumption). The dashed curves illustrate the e↵ect of adia-
batic losses in the downstream region, while the dotted lines refer to the
escape flux from the upstream region. In the bottom part of each panel
we also show the local slope of the spectrum q(p) at a given momentum.

the normal ISM, with a spatially constant gas density and back-
ground magnetic field. For type Ia SNRs the e↵ective maximum
energy is a few tens of TeV (left panel of Fig. 2). There is an
additional spectral steepening at somewhat lower energies due
to the temporal evolution of the maximum energy. More specif-
ically, the steepening occurs at the maximum energy reached at
the end of the ST phase, typically a few TeV. The flux of escaping
CR protons starts at about the same energy, as is clearly visible
in Fig. 2.

For a strong shock, such as the one expected for a young SNR
expanding in the normal ISM, the spectrum of accelerated parti-
cles at the shock location has a slope very close to 4 (thick lines
in Fig. 2). Nevertheless, as recently discussed by Caprioli et al.
(2020), the spectrum can be steeper if the finite velocity of scat-
tering centers in the downstream plasma is taken into account.
For this reason, in Fig. 2 we also show the case ↵ = 4.3 (thin
lines). In all cases of interest, the spectra of CR protons that are
injected into the ISM (as the sum of the two contributions) are
quite close to the spectrum at the shock in terms of slope, with
the exception of the highest energies, as discussed above.

For type II SNRs, the spectrum of CR protons is shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 2. For the sake of making a fair com-
parison between the three types of SN explosions, here we used
an acceleration e�ciency of ⇠CR = 0.1 for all of them. As dis-
cussed by Cristofari et al. (2020), because of the di↵erent rates
of occurrence of these events in the Galaxy, for type II SNRs
the e�ciency is required to be somewhat lower than for type Ia,
which is also reflected in a lower value of the maximum energy
of particles accelerated at the shock (see Eq. (12)). Despite this
bias, the maximum achievable energy for type II SNRs remains
on the order of ⇠105 GeV and falls short of the knee by a large
amount, as already pointed out by Cristofari et al. (2020).

Only when parameters are pushed to the extreme (what we
have called here type II* SNRs) can the maximum energy reach
the knee, as shown in the right plot of Fig. 2. As already pointed
out by Caprioli et al. (2009b), the superposition of the escape
flux from the di↵erent stages of shock evolution in the complex
environment around these SNRs may lead to the appearance of
bumps in the overall CR spectrum that might be related to the
feature recently measured by DAMPE in the 10�100 TeV region
of the proton spectrum (An et al. 2019).

The corresponding spectra of electrons injected by SNRs of
di↵erent types into the ISM are shown in Fig. 3. The thick and
thin curves refer to ↵ = 4 and ↵ = 4.3, respectively. The dash-
dotted line identifies the spectrum of particles accelerated at the
shock, as if they were immediately liberated into the ISM, with-
out energy losses. The solid lines are the spectra of electrons
liberated into the ISM after adiabatic and synchrotron losses
downstream of the shock, while the upstream escape flux, lim-
ited to the times when the maximum energy of electrons is not
determined by energy losses, is shown in the form of dotted lines.
If the SNR shell were broken or if confinement in the down-
stream region were energy-dependent (e.g., due to turbulence
damping), the actual contribution would lie between the dash-
dotted and solid lines.

The rate of synchrotron losses is larger when the condition
for the growth of the magnetic field through the excitation of
the nonresonant hybrid instability is fulfilled. As discussed in
Sect. 2, B2

2/⇢ / v7�↵
sh for this instability, and hence the mecha-

nism becomes less e↵ective or even ine↵ective in the late stages
of SNR evolution; these stages are, however, crucial for the pro-
duction of low energy electrons. As a consequence, the e↵ect of
radiative energy losses is only important at energies at or above
teraelectronvolt levels, while it is minor at lower energies, as
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Acceleration/sources

✤ SNR are effective accelerators,  as also shown by the large B field in the X-ray rims. The 
highest effective Emax is reached at the beginning of Sedov phase 

✤ For SN-Ia Emax is typically around 100 TeV

✤ For SN-II exploding in the wind of the pre-SN star Emax can be a bit higher but still <<knee

✤ Only in rare, very energetic core collapse SNe one can get up to the knee region

✤ But the spectrum is all but trivial
P. Cristofari et al.: Cosmic ray protons and electrons from supernova remnants
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Fig. 2. Spectra of protons produced at SNRs from type Ia (top), type II
(center), and type II* (bottom) SNRs for ↵ = 4 (thick lines) and ↵ = 4.3
(thin lines) if they were instantaneously liberated into the ISM (bro-
ken shell assumption). The dashed curves illustrate the e↵ect of adia-
batic losses in the downstream region, while the dotted lines refer to the
escape flux from the upstream region. In the bottom part of each panel
we also show the local slope of the spectrum q(p) at a given momentum.

the normal ISM, with a spatially constant gas density and back-
ground magnetic field. For type Ia SNRs the e↵ective maximum
energy is a few tens of TeV (left panel of Fig. 2). There is an
additional spectral steepening at somewhat lower energies due
to the temporal evolution of the maximum energy. More specif-
ically, the steepening occurs at the maximum energy reached at
the end of the ST phase, typically a few TeV. The flux of escaping
CR protons starts at about the same energy, as is clearly visible
in Fig. 2.

For a strong shock, such as the one expected for a young SNR
expanding in the normal ISM, the spectrum of accelerated parti-
cles at the shock location has a slope very close to 4 (thick lines
in Fig. 2). Nevertheless, as recently discussed by Caprioli et al.
(2020), the spectrum can be steeper if the finite velocity of scat-
tering centers in the downstream plasma is taken into account.
For this reason, in Fig. 2 we also show the case ↵ = 4.3 (thin
lines). In all cases of interest, the spectra of CR protons that are
injected into the ISM (as the sum of the two contributions) are
quite close to the spectrum at the shock in terms of slope, with
the exception of the highest energies, as discussed above.

For type II SNRs, the spectrum of CR protons is shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 2. For the sake of making a fair com-
parison between the three types of SN explosions, here we used
an acceleration e�ciency of ⇠CR = 0.1 for all of them. As dis-
cussed by Cristofari et al. (2020), because of the di↵erent rates
of occurrence of these events in the Galaxy, for type II SNRs
the e�ciency is required to be somewhat lower than for type Ia,
which is also reflected in a lower value of the maximum energy
of particles accelerated at the shock (see Eq. (12)). Despite this
bias, the maximum achievable energy for type II SNRs remains
on the order of ⇠105 GeV and falls short of the knee by a large
amount, as already pointed out by Cristofari et al. (2020).

Only when parameters are pushed to the extreme (what we
have called here type II* SNRs) can the maximum energy reach
the knee, as shown in the right plot of Fig. 2. As already pointed
out by Caprioli et al. (2009b), the superposition of the escape
flux from the di↵erent stages of shock evolution in the complex
environment around these SNRs may lead to the appearance of
bumps in the overall CR spectrum that might be related to the
feature recently measured by DAMPE in the 10�100 TeV region
of the proton spectrum (An et al. 2019).

The corresponding spectra of electrons injected by SNRs of
di↵erent types into the ISM are shown in Fig. 3. The thick and
thin curves refer to ↵ = 4 and ↵ = 4.3, respectively. The dash-
dotted line identifies the spectrum of particles accelerated at the
shock, as if they were immediately liberated into the ISM, with-
out energy losses. The solid lines are the spectra of electrons
liberated into the ISM after adiabatic and synchrotron losses
downstream of the shock, while the upstream escape flux, lim-
ited to the times when the maximum energy of electrons is not
determined by energy losses, is shown in the form of dotted lines.
If the SNR shell were broken or if confinement in the down-
stream region were energy-dependent (e.g., due to turbulence
damping), the actual contribution would lie between the dash-
dotted and solid lines.

The rate of synchrotron losses is larger when the condition
for the growth of the magnetic field through the excitation of
the nonresonant hybrid instability is fulfilled. As discussed in
Sect. 2, B2

2/⇢ / v7�↵
sh for this instability, and hence the mecha-

nism becomes less e↵ective or even ine↵ective in the late stages
of SNR evolution; these stages are, however, crucial for the pro-
duction of low energy electrons. As a consequence, the e↵ect of
radiative energy losses is only important at energies at or above
teraelectronvolt levels, while it is minor at lower energies, as
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Fig. 2. Spectra of protons produced at SNRs from type Ia (top), type II
(center), and type II* (bottom) SNRs for ↵ = 4 (thick lines) and ↵ = 4.3
(thin lines) if they were instantaneously liberated into the ISM (bro-
ken shell assumption). The dashed curves illustrate the e↵ect of adia-
batic losses in the downstream region, while the dotted lines refer to the
escape flux from the upstream region. In the bottom part of each panel
we also show the local slope of the spectrum q(p) at a given momentum.

the normal ISM, with a spatially constant gas density and back-
ground magnetic field. For type Ia SNRs the e↵ective maximum
energy is a few tens of TeV (left panel of Fig. 2). There is an
additional spectral steepening at somewhat lower energies due
to the temporal evolution of the maximum energy. More specif-
ically, the steepening occurs at the maximum energy reached at
the end of the ST phase, typically a few TeV. The flux of escaping
CR protons starts at about the same energy, as is clearly visible
in Fig. 2.

For a strong shock, such as the one expected for a young SNR
expanding in the normal ISM, the spectrum of accelerated parti-
cles at the shock location has a slope very close to 4 (thick lines
in Fig. 2). Nevertheless, as recently discussed by Caprioli et al.
(2020), the spectrum can be steeper if the finite velocity of scat-
tering centers in the downstream plasma is taken into account.
For this reason, in Fig. 2 we also show the case ↵ = 4.3 (thin
lines). In all cases of interest, the spectra of CR protons that are
injected into the ISM (as the sum of the two contributions) are
quite close to the spectrum at the shock in terms of slope, with
the exception of the highest energies, as discussed above.

For type II SNRs, the spectrum of CR protons is shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 2. For the sake of making a fair com-
parison between the three types of SN explosions, here we used
an acceleration e�ciency of ⇠CR = 0.1 for all of them. As dis-
cussed by Cristofari et al. (2020), because of the di↵erent rates
of occurrence of these events in the Galaxy, for type II SNRs
the e�ciency is required to be somewhat lower than for type Ia,
which is also reflected in a lower value of the maximum energy
of particles accelerated at the shock (see Eq. (12)). Despite this
bias, the maximum achievable energy for type II SNRs remains
on the order of ⇠105 GeV and falls short of the knee by a large
amount, as already pointed out by Cristofari et al. (2020).

Only when parameters are pushed to the extreme (what we
have called here type II* SNRs) can the maximum energy reach
the knee, as shown in the right plot of Fig. 2. As already pointed
out by Caprioli et al. (2009b), the superposition of the escape
flux from the di↵erent stages of shock evolution in the complex
environment around these SNRs may lead to the appearance of
bumps in the overall CR spectrum that might be related to the
feature recently measured by DAMPE in the 10�100 TeV region
of the proton spectrum (An et al. 2019).

The corresponding spectra of electrons injected by SNRs of
di↵erent types into the ISM are shown in Fig. 3. The thick and
thin curves refer to ↵ = 4 and ↵ = 4.3, respectively. The dash-
dotted line identifies the spectrum of particles accelerated at the
shock, as if they were immediately liberated into the ISM, with-
out energy losses. The solid lines are the spectra of electrons
liberated into the ISM after adiabatic and synchrotron losses
downstream of the shock, while the upstream escape flux, lim-
ited to the times when the maximum energy of electrons is not
determined by energy losses, is shown in the form of dotted lines.
If the SNR shell were broken or if confinement in the down-
stream region were energy-dependent (e.g., due to turbulence
damping), the actual contribution would lie between the dash-
dotted and solid lines.

The rate of synchrotron losses is larger when the condition
for the growth of the magnetic field through the excitation of
the nonresonant hybrid instability is fulfilled. As discussed in
Sect. 2, B2

2/⇢ / v7�↵
sh for this instability, and hence the mecha-

nism becomes less e↵ective or even ine↵ective in the late stages
of SNR evolution; these stages are, however, crucial for the pro-
duction of low energy electrons. As a consequence, the e↵ect of
radiative energy losses is only important at energies at or above
teraelectronvolt levels, while it is minor at lower energies, as
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Fig. 2. Spectra of protons produced at SNRs from type Ia (top), type II
(center), and type II* (bottom) SNRs for ↵ = 4 (thick lines) and ↵ = 4.3
(thin lines) if they were instantaneously liberated into the ISM (bro-
ken shell assumption). The dashed curves illustrate the e↵ect of adia-
batic losses in the downstream region, while the dotted lines refer to the
escape flux from the upstream region. In the bottom part of each panel
we also show the local slope of the spectrum q(p) at a given momentum.

the normal ISM, with a spatially constant gas density and back-
ground magnetic field. For type Ia SNRs the e↵ective maximum
energy is a few tens of TeV (left panel of Fig. 2). There is an
additional spectral steepening at somewhat lower energies due
to the temporal evolution of the maximum energy. More specif-
ically, the steepening occurs at the maximum energy reached at
the end of the ST phase, typically a few TeV. The flux of escaping
CR protons starts at about the same energy, as is clearly visible
in Fig. 2.

For a strong shock, such as the one expected for a young SNR
expanding in the normal ISM, the spectrum of accelerated parti-
cles at the shock location has a slope very close to 4 (thick lines
in Fig. 2). Nevertheless, as recently discussed by Caprioli et al.
(2020), the spectrum can be steeper if the finite velocity of scat-
tering centers in the downstream plasma is taken into account.
For this reason, in Fig. 2 we also show the case ↵ = 4.3 (thin
lines). In all cases of interest, the spectra of CR protons that are
injected into the ISM (as the sum of the two contributions) are
quite close to the spectrum at the shock in terms of slope, with
the exception of the highest energies, as discussed above.

For type II SNRs, the spectrum of CR protons is shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 2. For the sake of making a fair com-
parison between the three types of SN explosions, here we used
an acceleration e�ciency of ⇠CR = 0.1 for all of them. As dis-
cussed by Cristofari et al. (2020), because of the di↵erent rates
of occurrence of these events in the Galaxy, for type II SNRs
the e�ciency is required to be somewhat lower than for type Ia,
which is also reflected in a lower value of the maximum energy
of particles accelerated at the shock (see Eq. (12)). Despite this
bias, the maximum achievable energy for type II SNRs remains
on the order of ⇠105 GeV and falls short of the knee by a large
amount, as already pointed out by Cristofari et al. (2020).

Only when parameters are pushed to the extreme (what we
have called here type II* SNRs) can the maximum energy reach
the knee, as shown in the right plot of Fig. 2. As already pointed
out by Caprioli et al. (2009b), the superposition of the escape
flux from the di↵erent stages of shock evolution in the complex
environment around these SNRs may lead to the appearance of
bumps in the overall CR spectrum that might be related to the
feature recently measured by DAMPE in the 10�100 TeV region
of the proton spectrum (An et al. 2019).

The corresponding spectra of electrons injected by SNRs of
di↵erent types into the ISM are shown in Fig. 3. The thick and
thin curves refer to ↵ = 4 and ↵ = 4.3, respectively. The dash-
dotted line identifies the spectrum of particles accelerated at the
shock, as if they were immediately liberated into the ISM, with-
out energy losses. The solid lines are the spectra of electrons
liberated into the ISM after adiabatic and synchrotron losses
downstream of the shock, while the upstream escape flux, lim-
ited to the times when the maximum energy of electrons is not
determined by energy losses, is shown in the form of dotted lines.
If the SNR shell were broken or if confinement in the down-
stream region were energy-dependent (e.g., due to turbulence
damping), the actual contribution would lie between the dash-
dotted and solid lines.

The rate of synchrotron losses is larger when the condition
for the growth of the magnetic field through the excitation of
the nonresonant hybrid instability is fulfilled. As discussed in
Sect. 2, B2

2/⇢ / v7�↵
sh for this instability, and hence the mecha-

nism becomes less e↵ective or even ine↵ective in the late stages
of SNR evolution; these stages are, however, crucial for the pro-
duction of low energy electrons. As a consequence, the e↵ect of
radiative energy losses is only important at energies at or above
teraelectronvolt levels, while it is minor at lower energies, as

A62, page 7 of 11

Cristofari, PB & Caprioli 2021, Cristofari, PB & Amato 2020



Primary CRs group in two spectral classes:
• light (He-C-O) and 
• heavy (Ne-Mg-Si)

Mixed -> N, Na, and Al
• both primary and secondary CRs, mixed 

with different compositions

Iron 
• appears to belong the same class of 

light primary nuclei. 
• Ni looks similar to Fe.

Along with p-He anomaly, hint for non-
universal spectral indices for all Z>1 
nuclei?

A complex picture

P. Zuccon - UniTN & TIFPA Cosmic Rays in the MM Era - Paris 2022 161) VIRTUALLY ALL ELEMENTS HAVE A SPECTRAL BREAK AT FEW HUNDRED GV RIGIDITY, THOUGH LESS 
EVIDENCE IN HEAVIER NUCLEI, DUE TO A MORE PROMINENT ROLE OF SPALLATION AT LOW ENERGY 

2) CARE MUST BE USED IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF ELEMENTS IN PRIMARY AND SECONDARY: VIRTUALLY 
ALL ELEMENTS ARE NOT PURE, ESPECIALLY THE INTERMEDIATE MASS ONES 

3) UNACCEPTABLY LARGE DEPENDENCE OF THE CONCLUSIONS ON PARTIAL CROSS SECTIONS THAT ARE 
UNCERTAIN (SOME OF THEM) AT THE LEVEL OF 30-50%, WHILE DATA ARE MUCH MORE ACCURATE (TALKS 
BY SCHROER, EVOLI, …) 

3

The spectrum of secondary fluxes  

The rigidity dependence of Li, Be and B  
are nearly identical,  

but different from the primary  
He, C and O (and also p).  

Li, Be, B fluxes measured by Pamela and AMS  
show an identical hardening  
 w.r.t. energy above 200 GV.  

The spectral index of secondaries  
hardens 0.13 +- 0.03 more than  

for primaries 

See talk by Paolo Zuccon 



THE CASE OF IRON: THE FE/O RATIO

Schroer, Evoli & PB 2022

7

FIG. 5. Spectrum of Oxygen (left) and Iron nuclei (right) as predicted in our calculations (solid line), with an estimate of
the uncertainties induced by the poor knowledge of cross sections (shaded area). The data points from AMS-02 and other
experiments are also shown.

the situation is di↵erent in that no clear evidence for a
break is visible either in the data or in the prediction.
This is expected since the transport of Fe nuclei is dom-
inated by spallation even at ⇠ 100 GV. The comparison
between predictions of our calculations and AMS-02 data
clearly shows that for R . 30 GV, there is a strong dis-
agreement, not reconcilable with error bars quoted by the
ASM-02 collaboration.

Following AMS-02 [27], in Fig. 6 we also show the
Fe/O ratio as a function of kinetic energy per nucleon,
which was also provided by the AMS-02 collaboration.
In the same plot we show the same quantity as measured
by ACE-CRIS [69], HEAO3 [38] and Voyager [39]. The
predicted ratio of modulated fluxes as derived using our
calculations is shown as a solid (red) curve. Since the
plot also contains a data point from Voyager, that mea-
sures unmodulated quantities, we also plot the results of
our calculation of the Fe/O ratio of unmodulated fluxes
(dashed line).

The problem mentioned above at low energies is con-
firmed in the Fe/O ratio, which is predicted to be appre-
ciably higher than AMS-02 measurements for Ekin/n .
20 GeV/n. The discrepancy is ⇠ 30�40% at ⇠ 1 GeV/n,
much larger than the quoted AMS-02 systematic uncer-
tainty in the same energy region.

On the other hand it is worth noticing how the same ra-
tio, measured by HEAO3 is also at odds with the AMS-02
result, while agreeing with our predicted trend and nor-
malization. The Fe/O ratio as measured by ACE-CRIS
at lower energies is also quite higher than an extrapo-
lation of the AMS-02 data to lower energies. The case
of Voyager data, at even lower energies confirms that

10�1 101 103

(Ekin/n) [GeV/n]

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

Fe
/O

Fe/O unmodulated

Fe/O modulated

ACE-CRIS(1997/08-1998/04)

ACE-CRIS(2009/03-2010/01)

HEAO3-C2(1979/10-1980/06)

Voyager1-LET(2012/12-2015/06)

AMS

FIG. 6. Fe/O ratio of the modulated fluxes (solid line) as a
function of kinetic energy per nucleon, compared with data
from AMS-02, ACE-CRIS and HEAO. The dashed line shows
the ratio of unmodulated fluxes, compared with the Voyager
data.

the Fe/O ratio seems lower, although it is worth keep-
ing in mind that Voyager measured unmodulated fluxes.
On the other hand, our dashed curve (ratio of unmod-
ulated fluxes) is perfectly compatible with the Voyager
data point, despite all our fitting procedures were made

1. THE CALCULATED RATIO OF MODULATED FLUXES IS IN BAD 
AGREEMENT WITH AMS-02 RESULTS BELOW A FEW TENS GV 

2. HOWEVER IT IS IN EXCELLENT AGREEMENT WITH PREVIOUS 
MEASUREMENTS, FOR INSTANCE BY ACE-CRIS AND HEAO03 

3. THE RATIO OF UNMODULATED FLUXES CAN ALSO BE 
COMPARED WITH VOYAGER DATA, AND AGAIN IT SEEMS IN 
GOOD AGREEMENT

NONE OF THE THEORETICAL UNCERTAINTIES TURNS 
OUT TO BE ABLE TO ACCOUNT FOR DATA 

IT IS WORTH STRESSING THAT FOR IRON THE 
EFFECTS OF INTERACTIONS IN THE APPARATUS ARE 
VERY SERIOUS…

(10) Flux measurement

ICRC 2021, Berlin Francesco Stolzi

●
N(E) : bin counts of the unfolded 

energy distribution

●
NE :  energy bin width

●
SΩ : geometrical acceptance

 SΩ  416 cm� 2

 sr

●
T : live time 3.3 x 10

4

 h

●
 ɛ(E) total selection efficiency 

CALET Iron Flux with multiplicative factor E2.6

O. Adriani et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 126 (2021) 241101
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ON THE IMPORTANCE OF MEASURING 
CROSS SECTIONS

THERE  ARE  MANY  INSTANCES  IN  WHICH  THE 
UNCERTAINTIES  IN  THE  CROSS  SECTIONS  LIMIT  OUR 
ABILITY TO INFER PHYSICAL INFORMATION. ONE SUCH 
INSTANCE  IS  THE  PRODUCTION  OF  BE  AND  B  FROM 
HEAVIER ELEMENTS —> LIMITS ON HOW WELL WE CAN 
DERIVE  THE  SIZE  OF  THE  MAGNETIZED  HALO  OF  THE 
GALAXY

CR CLOCKS: UNSTABLE ELEMENTS
7

FIG. 4. Left Panel: Ratio of Beryllium over Boron fluxes. The dotted line shows the case without decay for 10Be while the
other lines refer to different values of H, as labelled. Right Panel: ∆χ2 ≡ χ2 − χ2

min computed on the Be/B data as a function
of the halo size H. We show both the case where only the statistical errors are used (solid orange) and the case with the total
errors (solid blue). The best-fit reduced χ2’s are ∼3 and ∼0.85 in the two cases. The allowed maximum χ2 at 3σ
and 5σ are also indicated with dotted lines.

with the AMS-02 data on the ratios B/C (left panel) and

Be/C (right panel) for different values of H as labeled. In

these plots we show the total experimental uncertainty,

obtained summing in quadrature the statistical and sys-

tematic errors as published by the AMS-02 Collaboration

[4–6]. As expected, for low values of H, say ∼ 1 kpc, the

effect of
10
Be decay is weak, thereby leading to overes-

timating the Be/C ratio and underestimating the B/C

ratio.

In Fig. 3, as in the forthcomings figures, we plot also

the residual respect to experimental data, defined as the

”distance” between the theoretical expectation and data

divided by the total experimental error. As follows from

Fig. 3, the residual is always confined within 3σ, confirm-

ing a good accuracy of our fitting procedure.

The residuals clearly shows a preference for relatively

large values of the halo size, H ∼ 6 kpc. A similar con-

clusion can be drawn by considering the Be/O and B/O

ratios, not shown here. A quantitative assessment of the

significance of these fits will be discussed in Section III B

using the Beryllium over Boron ratio.

B. Beryllium over Boron ratio

In order to calculate the Be/B ratio, we solve the trans-

port equations for all isotopes of both beryllium (
7
Be,

9
Be and

10
Be) and boron (

10
B and

11
B). As we discuss

below, this ratio is more sensitive to the value of H with

respect to the secondary to primary ratios.

If all isotopes of Be were stable, the Be/B ratio at

rigidities above ∼ 10 GV would be a slowly decreasing

function of energy, up to about ∼ 200 GV, where the

spallation time of Be becomes appreciably longer than

the escape time from the Galaxy. The slight decrease re-

flects the fact that the total inelastic cross section scales

as ∝ A
0.7

and boron (denominator) is slightly heavier

than beryllium. At higher rigidity, since the production

cross sections are basically independent of energy [44],

the Be/B ratio is expected to be constant. Moreover, the

spallation of Boron increases the amount of Beryllium

(numerator) at the same energy per nucleon. This be-

haviour is shown as a black dotted line in the left panel

of Fig. 4. At rigidities ≲ 10 GV the spallation cross sec-

tion acquires a small energy dependence which reflects in

the small increase with rigidity visible in the figure.

The AMS-02 data clearly show that the Be/B ratio

increases with rigidity at least up to ∼ 100 GV. The

simplest explanation of such a trend is based on the decay

of
10
Be at low rigidity, where decays occur faster than

escape. The coloured solid lines in the left panel of Fig. 4

show the results of our calculations for the best-fit to the

secondary-over-primary ratios for different values of H as

found in the previous Section.

The residuals are also shown in the bottom part of the

left panel of Fig. 4. In the right panel of the same Figure

we plot as a function of H the ∆χ2 (defined as the dif-
ference between the χ2

(H) and its minimum χ2
min)

 The Be/B ratio is sensitive to the diffusion time, 
because the decays of 10Be decrease the 
numerator and increase the denominator 

 The data suggest a halo size larger than 5 kpc 

 The main source of uncertainty is related to the 
cross sections for Be and B production

Evoli et al. 2020 24

Evoli et al. 

8

FIG. 5. Predicted 10Be/9Be ratio for di↵erent values of the
halo size H. Data points are from the ISOMAX experi-
ment [40].

show the results of our calculations for the best-fit to the
secondary-over-primary ratios for di↵erent values of H as
found in the previous section.

The residuals are also shown in the bottom part of
the left panel of Fig. 4. In the right panel of the same
Figure we plot as a function of H the ��

2 (defined as
the di↵erence between the �2(H) and its minimum �

2
min)

computed on the Be/B data and assuming statistical and
systematic errors summed in quadrature (blue solid line)
from which one can infer that values ofH . 6 kpc are dis-
favoured at more than 99.73% of confidence (3�), while
H . 5 kpc appears to be excluded at more than 5�.
These two C.L.’s correspond to ��

2 = 9 and 25 respec-
tively. This result is in agreement with the estimates
based on the comparison between numerical models for
the CR electron distribution and the morphology of the
di↵use radio emission [52, 53].

It might be argued that the �
2 of the fit has a well-

defined statistical significance only with respect to sta-
tistical errors, although systematics (for instance in the
energy determination, but not only) can change the num-
ber of events that belong in a given rigidity bin. In the
right panel of Fig. 4 we also show the reduced �

2 as a
function of H as calculated with respect to the statistical
errors only. Clearly, the predictive power of the former
case is higher than the latter, although the statistical sig-
nificance gets smaller because of the very small statistical
error bars of AMS-02 data. Nevertheless, it leads to an
allowed range for H from ⇠6.5 kpc to ⇠7.5 kpc at 99.7%
of confindence level, with a best fit of H ⇠ 7 kpc, thereby

FIG. 6. The reduced �
2 indicator, calculated using statistical

errors only, is shown as a function of the halo size H for di↵er-
ent values of the normalization factor for the Be production
cross-sections fBe.

confirming the previous finding based on B/C and Be/C
ratios.

As pointed out in Sec. II, the weighted slab model
adopted here is not suitable to describe the transport of
unstable isotopes when the decay takes place inside the
thickness of the Galactic disc. This restricts the range
of applicability of our calculations to rigidities & few
GV. On the other hand, existing measurements of the
10Be/9Be ratio [37–41] are limited to sub-GV rigidities.
In the near future, the HELIX (High Energy Light Iso-
tope eXperiment) mission [54] aims at measuring this ra-
tio up to tens of GV. For the sole purpose of illustrating
the capabilities required of future experiments in order
to discriminate among di↵erent values of H, in Fig. 5 we
plot the expected 10Be/9Be ratio for di↵erent values of
H, compared with data points from ISOMAX [40] that
collected data reaching up to few GV rigidity.

We used as a benchmark case the one corresponding
to H = 6 kpc and asked the following question: how
good a measurement a future experiment should perform
in order to measure H within a given accuracy? From
Fig. 5 we infer that an accuracy better than 30% in the
measurement of the 10Be/9Be ratio is needed in order to
allow us to discriminate between H = 3 and H = 6 kpc.
An accuracy better than 10% is necessary to distinguish
between H = 6 and H = 9 kpc. This level of accuracy is
expected to be within reach for the HELIX mission [54].
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Pulsars as positron galactic factories
Evoli, Amato, Blasi & Aloisio, PRD 2021
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! AMS-02 data requires an efficiency of conversion: ∼ 20% of the energy released after the Bow-Shock phase
(tBS " 56 ky) although degenerate with 〈P0〉.

! The required slopes γ ∼ 1.8/2.8 are very steep with respect to values we usually infer from γ-rays [Torres+, JHEA 2014]

! Shaded areas: 2-sigma fluctuations due to cosmic variance (CDF)

! HAWC has detected bright and spatially extended TeV gamma-ray sources surrounding the Geminga and Monogem
pulsars [HAWC coll., Science 358, 2017] showing similar efficiencies

C. Evoli (GSSI) Cosmic leptons 05/12/2022 11 / 19 .
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The electron spectrum from SNRs
Evoli, Amato, Blasi & Aloisio, PRD 2021
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! Existence of a fine structure at∼ 42 GeV→ result of KN effects in the ICS on the UV bkg [Evoli+, PRL 2020]

see also alternative interpretation in [Di Mauro et al, PRD, 104, 2021]

! Electrons require a spectrum steeper than protons by∼ 0.3→ puzzling!

! The only aspect that is different between e− and p is the loss rate→ negligible inside the sources unless
B is very strongly amplified [Diesing & Caprioli, PRL 2020; Cristofari+, A&A 2021]

! Expected flatness of the high-energy positron fraction!

C. Evoli (GSSI) Cosmic leptons 05/12/2022 12 / 19

THERE IS LITTLE DOUBT THAT THE OBSERVED POSITRON FLUX AND POSITRON RATIO REQUIRES A 
SOURCE OTHER THEN SECONDARY PRODUCTION 

THE BEST PHYSICALLY JUSTIFIED SOURCES ARE PULSARS FOR WHICH THERE IS INDEPENDENT EVIDENCE 
OF APPROPRIATE SPECTRA AND PRESENCE OF POSITRONS 

DARK MATTER INTERPRETATIONS UNREASONABLY EPICYCLICAL (X-SECTIONS ENHANCED BY SOMMERFELD 
EFFECT, BOOSTING EFFECT, LEPTOPHILIC, …)

Talk by C. Evoli



THE CASE OF ANTIPROTONS

THE PRODUCTION OF ANTIPROTONS IN CR IS HISTORICALLY ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT 
INDICATORS OF TRANSPORT

WITH RECENT DETERMINATIONS OF THE  PBAR PRODUCTION CROSS SECTION, THERE SEEMS 
TO BE NO NEED FOR NEW PHYSICS 

Preliminary Results for Antiprotons
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We use the up-to-date, differential cross section by [Korsmeier et al. 2018]
Preliminary results seem promising, no need of new physics

Benedikt Schroer (UChicago) CRA Workshop 2023 May 16, 2023 24 / 26

Talk by B. Schroer
PRELIMINARY



MOVING TO HIGHER ENERGIES…

G. Di Sciascio - INFN Roma Tor Vergata CRA - Chicago, May 16,  2023
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ATIC-2 2009 NUCLEON-KLEM 2019
HAWC 2023 ARGO-YBJ 2015 
Tibet-III (QGSJet) 2008 Tibet-III (SIBYLL) 2008
CASA-MIA 1999 EAS-TOP 1999
KASCADE (QGSJet) 2005 KASCADE-Grande (QGSJet) 2013
KASCADE-Grande (combined) 2015 IceTop 2019
IceTop/IceCube combined 2019 Tunka-25
Tunka-133 TAIGA-HISCORE 2019
YAKUTSK 2012 TALE 2018
TA hybrid 2015 TA SD 2019
AUGER 2020 AUGER 2021 - Combined
AUGER 2021 - SD750

 

All-particle Energy Spectrum

2

Knee 2nd Knee

Ankle The End? 

Status 2023

Talk by Di Sciascio



MOVING TO HIGHER ENERGIES…

G. Di Sciascio - INFN Roma Tor Vergata CRA - Chicago, May 16,  2023

p+He: DAMPE vs ARGO-YBJ and HAWC

33

Conflicting results in the 10 - 100 TeV range



MOVING TO HIGHER ENERGIES…

G. Di Sciascio - INFN Roma Tor Vergata CRA - Chicago, May 16,  2023

p+He: DAMPE vs ARGO-YBJ and HAWC

33

Conflicting results in the 10 - 100 TeV range

Agreement  in  the  sub-knee  region  is  still 
lacking

If  to believe the current  data,  the knee is  not 
made of light elements

This  is  expected  to  have  serious  implications 
for the transition from Galactic to extragalactic 
CRs

…or  it  opens  the  possibility  to  a  complex 
structure in the knee region

IT  WILL  BE  A  PRECIOUS  ADDITION  TO  HAVE 
LHASSO  MEASUREMENTS  IN  THE  REGION 
AROUND THE KNEE!



KNEE PAIN
Indeed it is painful to admit that we are still unable to 
answer 

1) whether the knee is light or intermediate mass
2) whether  the  knee  is  due  to  a  superposition  of 

cutoffs in the spectra of elements of different mass 
(aka Peter cycle) or to the transition to the small 
pitch angle scattering regime (D(E) prop E2) 

3) In the latter case, be aware that theorists will have 
even more sleepless nights in figuring out how to 
accelerate to >>PeV energies

4) These  problems  are  of  purely  observational 
nature.  It  is  everybody’s  responsibility  to  have 
reliable  data  with  meaningful  systematic 
uncertainties

Fit results (EPOS-LHC )
 Published results based 

on four years of data.
 Lowest Energy bin starts 

at: log10(Ecal) = 15.2

 Mean log(A) calculated 
as a weighted sum of 
log(A) for each of 4 fit 
primaries.

 TALE data <ln (A)> from 
fractions in top figure.

Talk by A. Zayyad



MOVING OUR WAY OUT OF THE GALAXY
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Auger 2021, preliminary
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- Other experiments 
shown without sys. 
uncertainties


- Auger has smallest sys. 
uncertainty on energy 
scale (14%)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 125 (2020) 121106 
Phys. Rev. D102 (2020) 062005 
Eur. Phys. J. C81 (2021) 966 



MOVING OUR WAY OUT OF THE GALAXY
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AT LAST…“AGREED UPON”PICTURE 
OF MASS COMPOSITION?
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Comparison Auger-TA Composition
Bergman et al., UHECR2022 Proceedings

! Both TA and Auger measure the nuclear composition by observing the 〈Xmax〉 distributions

! However different strategies in selecting the data sets for the measurements→ consistent results?

! Joint-work to perform a comparison of composition measured by Auger as it would have been seen at TA

! No robust difference in the 〈Xmax〉 distributions is found between TA and Auger (not true for all HIMs)

! Small disagreement in the width σ(Xmax) at energies between 10
18.5 and 1019 eV

C. Evoli (GSSI) Cosmic Ray Astrophysics 16/05/2023 7 / 35



Xmax distributions of TA vs AugerMix

Auger – TA composition WG 19
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Auger-TA comparison of Xmax distributions (i)
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Xmax distributions of TA vs AugerMix

Auger – TA composition WG 20
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SPECTRA AND MASSES… 
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Combined fit of spectrum and composition
E. Guido, UHECR2022 Proceedings, arXiv:2211.02857

! A recent combined-fit model extended to low energies! 1018 eV to include the ankle feature

! Extensive scrutiny of uncertainties (HIM, source evolution, detector effects and systematics...)

! Instep region as a super-position of masses→ intermediate mass dominated

! Additional information including arrival directions in the fit (see T. Bister’s talk)

C. Evoli (GSSI) Cosmic Ray Astrophysics 16/05/2023 9 / 35

Talks by C. Evoli and T. Bister
Whoever believes that Nature reflects a sense for 
beauty, should try to fit Auger data

THE  SOURCES  MUST  PRODUCE  A  MIXED  MASS 
COMPOSITION (HARD TO IMAGINE THIS MAY HAPPEN 
IN THE STANDARD IGM)
 FAST TRANSITION BETWEEN COMPONENTS
 THE MAX ENERGY CANNOT HAVE A WIDE SPREAD (F. 
OIKONOMOU TALK)
 THE  SOURCES  MUST  INJECT  CR  WITH  VERY  HARD 
SPECTRUM
AND  YET  PROTONS  SHOULD  HAVE  A  DIFFERENT 
SPECTRUM…

THE HARD SPECTRA MAY RESULT FROM ACCELERATION IN NON-STANDARD CONDITIONS, FOR INSTANCE LIKE THE 
ONES IN 3D RECONNECTION (IN GRB? IN RADIO GALAXIES?)

…BUT  THE  HARD  SPECTRA  MIGHT  REFLECT  ENERGY  LOSSES  IN  THE  SOURCES+ENERGY  DEPENDENT  ESCAPE 
(MODEL OF FARRAR, UNGER…) OR CONFINEMENT EFFECTS DUE TO MAGNETIC FIELDS

…OR SELF-CONFINEMENT AROUND THE SOURCES (ASK QUESTIONS IF YOU DEEM NECESSARY)



ANISOTROPIESAnisotropy on large angular scales – dipole

23

Large-scale and multipolar anisotropies at the Pierre Auger Observatory R. M. de Almeida

⇢ (EeV) # 3? 3I 3 U3 [�] X3 [�] P(� AU1 )
4-8 106, 290 0.01+0.006

�0.004 �0.012 ± 0.008 0.016+0.008
�0.005 97 ± 29 �48+23

�22 1.4 ⇥ 10�1

8-16 32, 794 0.055+0.011
�0.009 �0.03 ± 0.01 0.063+0.013

�0.009 95 ± 10 �28+12
�13 3.1 ⇥ 10�7

16-32 9, 156 0.072+0.021
�0.016 �0.07 ± 0.03 0.10+0.03

�0.02 81 ± 15 �43+14
�14 7.5 ⇥ 10�4

�8 44, 398 0.059+0.009
�0.008 �0.042 ± 0.013 0.073+0.011

�0.009 95 ± 8 �36+9
�9 5.1 ⇥ 10�11

�32 2, 448 0.11+0.04
�0.03 �0.12 ± 0.05 0.16+0.05

�0.04 139 ± 19 �47+16
�15 1.0 ⇥ 10�2

Table 1: 3D dipole reconstruction. Shown are the number of events # , dipole components in the equatorial
plane 3? and along the rotation axis of the Earth 3I , the total 3D amplitude 3, dipole direction (U3 , X3) and
the probability to get a larger amplitude of AU1 from fluctuations of an isotropic distribution.
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Figure 1: Left panel:. Distribution of the normalized rate of events with energy above 8 EeV as a function
of the right ascension. The first-harmonic modulation obtained through the Rayleigh analysis is shown by a
black solid line. Right panel: Map of the flux of cosmic rays above 8 EeV in equatorial coordinates averaged
on top-hat windows of 45� radius. The location of the Galactic plane is shown with a dashed line and the
Galactic center is indicated with a star.

bin, averaged on top-hat windows of 45� radius is presented in the right panel of the same figure83

in equatorial coordinates. The dipole direction points ⇠ 115� away from the direction of the84

Galactic centre indicating an extragalactic origin for these cosmic rays, in agreement with previous85

publications [6, 7].86

The dipole amplitudes as a function of energy are presented in the left panel of Fig. 2. The87

evolution can be described as done in [6] by 3 = 310(⇢/10 EeV)V with 310 = 0.050 ± 0.007 and88

V = 0.98 ± 0.15. The reconstructed direction of the dipolar anisotropy for the di�erent energy bins89

is shown in the right panel of Fig.2 with corresponding 68% C.L. contours of equal probability per90

unit solid angle, marginalized over the dipole amplitude. There is no clear trend in the change of91

the dipole direction as a function of energy considering the present accuracy. The growth of the92

dipole amplitude as a function of energy can be a consequence of the larger relative contribution93

from nearby sources to the flux at higher energies with respect to the integrated flux from the94

more distant and isotropically distributed sources [10–18]. This suppression in the flux of sources95

at larges distances is expected to result from the interaction of UHECRs with the background96

radiation [19, 20]. Interpretation of the reconstructed dipole directions for the di�erent energy97

bins requires taking into account the magnetic deflections of the particles during their trajectory98
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Dipole reconstruction

5No clear trend in the evolution of dipole direction with energy 

Galactic coordinates

Corresponds to 6.6\

was 1.4 × 10EX (ApJ 2020) and 
2.6 ×10E[ (Science 2017)

3

Figure 1. Left above: The density field of the local universe derived from CosmicFlow-2 (Hoffman et al. 2018) in Super-
galactic coordinates; a 3D interactive view is available at [https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/quasi-linear-construction-of-the-density-field-
91448f58ed5b4a30b5dc270a34fb4352] Left below: The intensity map of the flux illuminating the Galaxy � 8 EeV, for sources following
the CosmicFlow-2 density field using the Eq. 1, “d90”, treatment; the pattern is virtually identical for the sharp-horizon treatment, but with
maximum relative flux =1.47 instead of 1.67 as in “d90”. The direction of the dipole component is not far from the CMB dipole. Right panels:
The colored lines are the percentage contribution to the observed UHECR flux coming from the indicated distance bins, as a function of energy,
for the parameters of the best-fitting d90 (above) and sharp-horizon SH* (below) models detailed in Table 1. The dots represent the average
over the energy bin indicated at the top. The actual calculation uses 1 Mpc bins in distance and 0.1 bins in log10(E).

discussed in Table 1; the meaning should be clear in context.)
Even if the source spectrum were known, Eq. 1 is not an ex-
act description because the energy loss rate evolves during
evolution as the composition and energy change. Moreover
the d90(A, E) values available in the literature are integrated
above a threshold rather than applying to a bin of energy.
A future more accurate treatment needs to take this into ac-
count as well as taking the source spectrum as an unknown
to be self-consistently fit.

We explore the possible spreading of the source images
and reduction in horizon due to diffusion in the EGMF, us-
ing the sharp-horizon treatment. We adopt the simplest hy-
pothesis that the universe is filled with homogeneous and
isotropic turbulent magnetic fields. While the turbulence
level of the EGMF is still unknown, upper limits obtained by
various measurements or arguments exist (Durrer & Neronov
2013). We adopt a Kolmogorov spectrum and – to fully

cover the possible parameter space – we consider rms ran-
dom field strength 0.08  BEG  10 nG and coherence
length 0.08  �EG  0.5 Mpc. The diffusion coefficient,
DEG, and indeed all magnetic deflections, depends on rigid-
ity, E/Z; in the relevant rigidity domain, DEG is proportional
to
⇣
E/ZBEG�0.5

EG

⌘2
(Globus et al. 2008). The intensity profile

of a single source depends on the diffusion coefficient and on
the distance to the source; it is calculated by a method fol-
lowing the diffusion of light in scattering media, that allows
to take into account the transition between quasi-linear and
diffusive regimes, as detailed in Appendix A.

For a given assumed EGMF, composition and energy, and
adopting either the sharp-horizon or d90 attenuation, we cal-
culate the weight of a 1-Mpc-thick shell of matter at dis-
tance z in the total observed CR flux at the given (A, E). The
final illumination map for that (A, E) and attenuation model
is then the weighted sum of the surface mass density in each

Fundamental observation: 
non-trivial interplay of 
- mass composition, 
- magnetic horizon and 
- local source distribution

(Ding, Globus & Farrar 2101.04564) (Harari, Mollerach, Roulet PRD92 (2015) 06314)

6.6 s

p ⇠ 5⇥10�11
Exposure until end of 2020 (θ < 80°): 110,000 km2 sr yr

12 The Pierre Auger Collaboration
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Figure 6. Comparison of the dipole amplitude as a function of energy with predictions from models (Harari et al. 2015) with

mixed composition and a source density ⇢ = 10
�4

Mpc
�3

. Cosmic rays are propagated in an isotropic turbulent extragalactic

magnetic field with rms amplitude of 1 nG and a Kolmogorov spectrum with coherence length equal to 1 Mpc (with the results

having only mild dependence on the magnetic-field strength adopted). The gray line indicates the mean value for simulations

with uniformly distributed sources, while the blue one shows the mean value for realizations with sources distributed as the

galaxies in the 2MRS catalog. The bands represent the dispersion for di↵erent realizations of the source distribution. The steps

observed reflect the rigidity cuto↵ of the di↵erent mass components.

Regarding the possible origin of the dipolar CR anisotropy, we note that the relative motion of the observer with
respect to the rest frame of cosmic rays is expected to give rise to a dipolar modulation of the flux, known as the
Compton–Getting e↵ect (Compton & Getting 1935). For particles with a power-law energy spectrum d�/dE / E�� ,
the resulting dipolar amplitude is dCG = (v/c)(� + 2), with v/c the velocity of the observer normalized to the speed
of light. In particular, if the rest frame of the cosmic rays were the same as that of the cosmic microwave background,
the dipole amplitude would be dCG ' 0.006 (Kachelriess & Serpico 2006), an order of magnitude smaller than the
observed dipole above 8 EeV. Thus, the Compton–Getting e↵ect is predicted to give only a sub-dominant contribution
to the dipole measured for energies above 8 EeV.
Plausible explanations for the observed dipolar-like distribution include the di↵usive propagation from the closest

extragalactic source(s) or that it be due to the inhomogeneous distribution of the sources in our cosmic neighborhood
(Giler et al. 1980; Berezinsky et al. 1990; Harari et al. 2014, 2015). The expected amplitude of the resulting dipole
depends in these cases mostly on the number density of the source distribution, ⇢, with only a mild dependence on the
amplitude of the extragalactic magnetic field. For homogeneous source distributions with ⇢ ⇠ (10�5 � 10�3) Mpc�3,
spanning the range between densities of galaxy clusters, jetted radio-galaxies, Seyfert galaxies and starburst galaxies,
the dipole amplitude turns out to be at the level of few percent at E ⇠ 10 EeV, both for scenarios with light (Harari
et al. 2014) and with mixed CR compositions (Harari et al. 2015). A density of sources smaller by a factor of ten leads
on average to a dipolar amplitude larger by approximately a factor of two. An enhanced anisotropy could result if the
sources were to follow the inhomogeneous distribution of the local galaxies, with a dipole amplitude larger by a factor
of about two with respect to the case of a uniform distribution of the same source density. The expected behavior is
exemplified in Figure 6 where we have included the observed dipole amplitude values together with the predictions
from Harari et al. (2015) for a scenario with five representative mass components (H, He, C, Si and Fe) having an E�2

spectrum with a sharp rigidity cuto↵ at 6 EV and adopting a source density ⇢ = 10�4 Mpc�3 (ignoring the e↵ects of
the Galactic magnetic field). The data show indications of a growth in the amplitude with increasing energy that is
similar to the one obtained in the models. Note that this kind of scenario is also in line with the composition favored
by Pierre Auger Observatory data (The Pierre Auger Collaboration 2017c).
Regarding the direction of the dipolar modulation, it is important to take into account the e↵ect of the Galactic

magnetic field on the trajectories of extragalactic cosmic rays reaching the Earth.4 The facts that the Galactic magnetic

4 These deflections can not only lead to a significant change in the dipole direction and in its amplitude, but they also generate some
higher order harmonics even if pure dipolar modulation is only present outside the Galaxy (Harari et al. 2010).
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ApJ 868 (2018) 1

Anisotropy searches at highest energies – catalogs

24

UHECR sky > 32 EeV from the Pierre Auger Observatory

M83

Cen A

NGC 4945

Anisotropy search in the toe region with Auger phase 1 data spanning 2004-2020 (17 years!)
~4σ from search in Centaurus region, confirmed by catalog-based searches.

Largest signal from starburst galaxies but no compelling evidence for catalog preference

For all these searches: most significant signal at Eth = 38-41 EeV on top-hat scale 𝚿 = 23-27° with signal fraction α = 5-15%

Evolution of signal: compatible with linear growth within expected variance, 5σ reach expected in 2025-30 

Most important evidence for UHECR anisotropy around the toe from a single observatory → UHECR source ID is near?

Jonathan Biteau – ICRC 2021 / CR Anisotropies – 2021.07.15
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Catalog-based searches

8

Best-fit parameters and threshold energy
Fit of attenuated flux pattern + isotropy to data with variable signal fraction and smoothing scale above Eth = {32, 33, …, 80} EeV 
For all four catalogs: most significant signal at Eth = 38-41 EeV on top-hat scale 𝚿 = 23-27° with signal fraction α = 6-15%
Post-trial deviation from isotropy: from 3.1σ (jetted AGN) up to 4.0σ (starbursts). 

Evolution of signal with exposure
Starbursts significance: 4.0σ in ApJL 2018, 4.5σ at ICRC2019 (similar α, 𝚿 above 38-41 EeV). 
Compatible with linear growth within expected variance 

Stronger a priori: the Centaurus region

Motivation 
Early-day flagging of Centaurus region (7% current exposure)  

Crowded area in the Council of Giants (3-6 Mpc)

Method & Result
Direction fixed to that of Cen A, free Eth and 𝚿 

Eth > 41 EeV, 𝚿 = 27°: 3.9σ post-trial deviation from isotropy (5% excess)

20°

M83

Cen A

NGC 4945

Auger, Science 2007

6

UHECR sky > 32 EeV viewed from the Pierre Auger Observatory Jonathan Biteau

Catalog ⇢th [EeV]  [deg] U [%] TS Post-trial ?-value
All galaxies (IR) 40 24+16

�8 15+10
�6 18.2 6.7 ⇥ 10�4

Starbursts (radio) 38 25+11
�7 9+6

�4 24.8 3.1 ⇥ 10�5

All AGNs (X-rays) 41 27+14
�9 8+5

�4 19.3 4.0 ⇥ 10�4

Jetted AGNs (W-rays) 40 23+9
�8 6+4

�3 17.3 1.0 ⇥ 10�3

Table 2: The results of the searches for anisotropies against catalogs. The second to fourth columns provide
the threshold energy, the equivalent top-hat radius and the signal fraction maximizing the local TS, or
post-trial ?-value, shown in the fifth and sixth columns.

on the analysis results. The catalogs are fully complementary: 2MASS infrared observations of
“all” galaxies provide, through stellar mass, a deep view on integrated star-formation activity; radio
observations of bright starburst galaxies provide a more instantaneous view on ongoing starforming
activity; X-ray observations provide a census of “all” active galaxies, be they jetted or non-jetted;
W-ray observations finally focus on a sub-sample of jetted active galaxies.

To determine whether the flux patterns from these catalogs contribute to the anisotropy in the
toe region, we perform an unbinned maximum-likelihood ratio test [8] between the null hypothesis,
isotropy, and the test hypothesis, that is a catalog contribution added to an isotropic component,
where both hypotheses account for the exposure of the Observatory. The flux of each source is
weighted according to the UHECR attenuation expected from the best-fit model of the spectral and
composition data from [13]. The overall UHECR flux contribution of the catalog is normalized to
a free amplitude U (that of the isotropic component is 1-U) and the catalog flux pattern is smoothed
with a Fisher - von Mises function on a Gaussian angular scale, \. The local test statistic, TS,
corresponding to the maximum likelihood ratio is shown as a function of energy threshold in Fig. 2,
right. The TS profiles of the catalogs display an energy dependence similar to that observed in
the Centaurus region, obtained by profiling the pre-trial ?-value in Fig. 2, left, and penalizing for
the scan over the angular scale. As reported in Table 2, the signal is maximal for all four catalogs
above an energy threshold close to 40 EeV. For the sake of comparison with other results, the best-fit
Gaussian angular scales are converted to equivalent top-hat radii as  = 1.59⇥ \ [17], with best-fit
values at  ⇡ 25�. The signal fractions range from 6 to 15%. The local TS range between 17 and
25, yielding post-trial ?-values between 10�3 (3.1f) and 3 ⇥ 10�5 (4.0f), accounting for the scan
in energy threshold and the two free parameters (U, \).

Although similar parameters are inferred for the four catalogs, the TS and corresponding
post-trial ?-values show marked di�erences. A quantitative comparison between the catalogs is
performed, as in [8], by testing a composite model including contributions from catalog #1 and
catalog #2 against a model including a contribution from catalog #1 only. A W-ray only, X-ray
only, or IR only contribution is disfavored with respect to a composite model including a radio
contribution from starburst galaxies above 38 � 41 EeV at confidence levels varying between 2
and 3f. While there is no significant indication for a preferred catalog, such di�erences can be
qualitatively understood from a comparison of the observed flux map shown in Fig. 1 with the best-
fit flux models shown in Fig. 3. The X-ray and W-ray models of all and jetted AGNs are dominated
by a contribution from Centaurus A, with additional mild contributions close to the edge of the
FoV from NGC 4151 (so-called “Eye of Sauron”) for the former and from the blazar Markarian 421
and the radio-galaxy NGC 1275 for the latter. The possible mild excess south of the edge of the

6

A closer look at the catalog-based models

Which UHECR overdensities do the models grasp?
Centaurus region in all models (M83 + Cen A + NGC 4945 at ~4 Mpc)

Galactic-South-pole tepid spot in starburst model (NGC 253 at ~4 Mpc)

No hotspot at (l,b) ~ (280°,75°) from IR model (Virgo cluster at ~16 Mpc)

Observed > 41 EeV

Best-fit models > 38-41 EeV 

9

Disclaimer: qualitative comparison
Starbursts + IR/X-ray/ɣ-ray vs IR/X-ray/ɣ-ray

yield only mild (2-3σ) preference for starbursts

Model flux map

All data until end of 2020, optimized quality cuts: 120,000 km2 sr yr

4.0s

3.1s

Growth of test statistic (TS) compatible with linear increase 
Discovery threshold of 5σ expected in 2025 – 2030 (Phase II) 
Other means to increase sensitivity (Auger 85% sky coverage)

(Auger, ApJ 935 (2022) 170)

Anisotropy searches at highest energies – catalogs
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Jonathan Biteau – ICRC 2021 / CR Anisotropies – 2021.07.15

A
pJL 2018
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R
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R
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pJL 2018

Catalog-based searches

8

Best-fit parameters and threshold energy
Fit of attenuated flux pattern + isotropy to data with variable signal fraction and smoothing scale above Eth = {32, 33, …, 80} EeV 
For all four catalogs: most significant signal at Eth = 38-41 EeV on top-hat scale 𝚿 = 23-27° with signal fraction α = 6-15%
Post-trial deviation from isotropy: from 3.1σ (jetted AGN) up to 4.0σ (starbursts). 

Evolution of signal with exposure
Starbursts significance: 4.0σ in ApJL 2018, 4.5σ at ICRC2019 (similar α, 𝚿 above 38-41 EeV). 
Compatible with linear growth within expected variance 

Stronger a priori: the Centaurus region

Motivation 
Early-day flagging of Centaurus region (7% current exposure)  

Crowded area in the Council of Giants (3-6 Mpc)

Method & Result
Direction fixed to that of Cen A, free Eth and 𝚿 

Eth > 41 EeV, 𝚿 = 27°: 3.9σ post-trial deviation from isotropy (5% excess)

20°

M83

Cen A

NGC 4945

Auger, Science 2007

6

UHECR sky > 32 EeV viewed from the Pierre Auger Observatory Jonathan Biteau

Catalog ⇢th [EeV]  [deg] U [%] TS Post-trial ?-value
All galaxies (IR) 40 24+16

�8 15+10
�6 18.2 6.7 ⇥ 10�4

Starbursts (radio) 38 25+11
�7 9+6

�4 24.8 3.1 ⇥ 10�5

All AGNs (X-rays) 41 27+14
�9 8+5

�4 19.3 4.0 ⇥ 10�4

Jetted AGNs (W-rays) 40 23+9
�8 6+4

�3 17.3 1.0 ⇥ 10�3

Table 2: The results of the searches for anisotropies against catalogs. The second to fourth columns provide
the threshold energy, the equivalent top-hat radius and the signal fraction maximizing the local TS, or
post-trial ?-value, shown in the fifth and sixth columns.

on the analysis results. The catalogs are fully complementary: 2MASS infrared observations of
“all” galaxies provide, through stellar mass, a deep view on integrated star-formation activity; radio
observations of bright starburst galaxies provide a more instantaneous view on ongoing starforming
activity; X-ray observations provide a census of “all” active galaxies, be they jetted or non-jetted;
W-ray observations finally focus on a sub-sample of jetted active galaxies.

To determine whether the flux patterns from these catalogs contribute to the anisotropy in the
toe region, we perform an unbinned maximum-likelihood ratio test [8] between the null hypothesis,
isotropy, and the test hypothesis, that is a catalog contribution added to an isotropic component,
where both hypotheses account for the exposure of the Observatory. The flux of each source is
weighted according to the UHECR attenuation expected from the best-fit model of the spectral and
composition data from [13]. The overall UHECR flux contribution of the catalog is normalized to
a free amplitude U (that of the isotropic component is 1-U) and the catalog flux pattern is smoothed
with a Fisher - von Mises function on a Gaussian angular scale, \. The local test statistic, TS,
corresponding to the maximum likelihood ratio is shown as a function of energy threshold in Fig. 2,
right. The TS profiles of the catalogs display an energy dependence similar to that observed in
the Centaurus region, obtained by profiling the pre-trial ?-value in Fig. 2, left, and penalizing for
the scan over the angular scale. As reported in Table 2, the signal is maximal for all four catalogs
above an energy threshold close to 40 EeV. For the sake of comparison with other results, the best-fit
Gaussian angular scales are converted to equivalent top-hat radii as  = 1.59⇥ \ [17], with best-fit
values at  ⇡ 25�. The signal fractions range from 6 to 15%. The local TS range between 17 and
25, yielding post-trial ?-values between 10�3 (3.1f) and 3 ⇥ 10�5 (4.0f), accounting for the scan
in energy threshold and the two free parameters (U, \).

Although similar parameters are inferred for the four catalogs, the TS and corresponding
post-trial ?-values show marked di�erences. A quantitative comparison between the catalogs is
performed, as in [8], by testing a composite model including contributions from catalog #1 and
catalog #2 against a model including a contribution from catalog #1 only. A W-ray only, X-ray
only, or IR only contribution is disfavored with respect to a composite model including a radio
contribution from starburst galaxies above 38 � 41 EeV at confidence levels varying between 2
and 3f. While there is no significant indication for a preferred catalog, such di�erences can be
qualitatively understood from a comparison of the observed flux map shown in Fig. 1 with the best-
fit flux models shown in Fig. 3. The X-ray and W-ray models of all and jetted AGNs are dominated
by a contribution from Centaurus A, with additional mild contributions close to the edge of the
FoV from NGC 4151 (so-called “Eye of Sauron”) for the former and from the blazar Markarian 421
and the radio-galaxy NGC 1275 for the latter. The possible mild excess south of the edge of the

6

A closer look at the catalog-based models

Which UHECR overdensities do the models grasp?
Centaurus region in all models (M83 + Cen A + NGC 4945 at ~4 Mpc)

Galactic-South-pole tepid spot in starburst model (NGC 253 at ~4 Mpc)

No hotspot at (l,b) ~ (280°,75°) from IR model (Virgo cluster at ~16 Mpc)

Observed > 41 EeV

Best-fit models > 38-41 EeV 

9

Disclaimer: qualitative comparison
Starbursts + IR/X-ray/ɣ-ray vs IR/X-ray/ɣ-ray

yield only mild (2-3σ) preference for starbursts

Model flux map

All data until end of 2020, optimized quality cuts: 120,000 km2 sr yr

4.0s

3.1s

Growth of test statistic (TS) compatible with linear increase 
Discovery threshold of 5σ expected in 2025 – 2030 (Phase II) 
Other means to increase sensitivity (Auger 85% sky coverage)

(Auger, ApJ 935 (2022) 170)

NOTICE THAT THE POSSIBLE CORRELATION WITH STARBURSTS DOES NOT MEAN THAT THEY ARE THE SOURCES OF 
UHECR: IN FACT MOST SB GALAXIES DO NOT HAVE ENOUGH JUICE TO EVEN GET CLOSE TO UHE. THIS MAY 
HAPPEN FOR UFO (TAIL OF SB), BUT THEN…



Acceleration/sources - UHE

ONE SHOULD APPRECIATE HOW THE SITUATION CHANGED IN THE LAST TWENTY YEARS

WE  WENT  FROM  A  SITUATION  IN  WHICH  DATA  SHOWED  THAT  PROTONS  SHOULD  BE 
ACCELERATED TO ZeV ENERGIES, TO A SITUATION IN WHICH THE MAX RIGIDITY CANNOT BE 
HIGHER THAN ~2 EeV. 

CLEARLY  THE  PROBLEM  OF  ACCELERATING  PARTICLES  HAS  BECOME  MUCH  LESS 
DEMANDING 

YET  THERE  ARE  CONSTRAINT:  FOR  INSTANCE  THE  BULK  OF  STARBURSTS  DO  NOT  HAVE 
ENOUGH POTENTIAL TO ACCELERATE UP TO SUCH RIGIDITY — PERHAPS UFO (ULTRA FAST 
OUTFLOWS) MAY BE A RARE EXCEPTION



THE BEGINNING OF A  
HIGH ENERGY NEUTRINO ERA
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THE DIFFUSE NEUTRINO SKY
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Multi-Messenger Implications of 10 TeV n All-Sky Flux

Fermi diffuse g-ray bkg. is violated (>3s) if n sources are g-ray transparent
→ Requiring hidden (i.e., g-ray opaque) cosmic-ray accelerators

(Galactic components are not sufficient: see also Ahlers & KM 14 PRD, Fang & KM 21 ApJ)
(n data above 100 TeV can still be explained by g-ray transparent sources)

• 10-100 TeV shower data: large fluxes of ~10-7 GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1

KM, Guetta & Ahlers 16 PRL

K=1 (pg), K=2 (pp)

see also
KM, Ahlers & Lacki 13 PRDR
Capanema, Esmaili & KM 20 PRD
Capanema, Esmaili & Serpico 21 JCAP
Fang, Gallagher & Halzen 22 ApJL

20 PRL

Murase et al., 2016

The diffuse neutrino flux by itself 
carries the seeds of a precious 
new piece of information: most if 
not all the sources contributing to 
the diffuse flux must be obscured 
to gamma rays 

This suggests by itself that we are 
dealing with a new class of 
astrophysical objects, for which 
most photons and cosmic rays are 
trapped inside (neutrino cocoons)



THE FIRST CLEAR SOURCE OF 
NEUTRINOS IS A SEYFERT 2

Adapted from Inoue et al. 2020 NGC1068

range (Ackermann et al. 2012; Abdollahi et al. 2020). On the
other hand, MAGIC placed upper limits, -g

- -
gE F 10 10E

10 9
GeV cm−2 s−1 at sub-TeV energies (Acciari et al. 2019). The all-
flavor neutrino flux reported by IceCube is ~n

-
nE F 10E

7

GeV cm−2 s−1 around 1 TeV (Aartsen et al. 2020; Abbasi et al.
2022), which is significantly higher than the Fermi gamma-ray
flux and upper limits in the TeV range. In this sense, NGC 1068
has to be a hidden neutrino source. Indeed, in the simple starburst
galaxy model, hadronic emission that is calibrated by the Fermi
data is difficult to explain the IceCube flux (see Figure 4 of
Murase et al. 2020).

What are the implications of this opaqueness? The emission
radius is one of the important quantities in modeling of high-
energy source emission. In this section, we show that the
neutrino emission radius can now be constrained thanks to the
new IceCube data (Abbasi et al. 2022) as well as the existing
multiwavelength observations in infrared, optical, X-ray, and
gamma-ray bands.

2.1. Attenuation Argument

High-energy gamma rays from AGNs interact with photons
from the accretion disk and hot corona, line emission from
broad-line regions (BLRs), and infrared emission from the
dusty torus (see Figure 1). The SMBH mass of NGC 1068 is
estimated to be M∼ (1–2)× 107Me (Woo & Urry 2002;
Panessa et al. 2006) and the Schwarzschild radius is given by
RS≡ 2GM/c2; 5.9× 1012 cmM7.3, where M= 107.3M7.3Me.
Within ∼104 RS corresponding to the typical BLR radius at

»R L10 cmBLR
17

disk,45
1 2 , where Ldisk is the accretion disk

luminosity, the most important radiation fields are disk and
corona components. For the two-photon annihilation process,
γγ→ e+e−, the typical energy of a photon interacting with a
gamma ray is e e e=gg g g g-

-m c 0.26 keV 1 GeVe
2 4 1˜ ( ).

In Figure 2, we present numerical results of the optical depth to
γγ→ e+e−, τγγ(εγ), for different values of the emission radius

ºR RS , where is the dimensionless emission radius. For the
disk component, we assume a multitemperature blackbody
spectrum expected for a standard disk with a bolometric
luminosity of Lbol= 1045 erg s−1 (e.g., Woo & Urry 2002; Zaino
et al. 2020) and the maximum energy, εdisk= 31.5 eV

(Inoue et al. 2022). For the corona component, we use the results
of NuSTAR and XMM-Newton observations (Bauer et al. 2015;
Marinucci et al. 2016), which suggest that the intrinsic X-ray
luminosity (before the attenuation) is = ´-

+ -L 7 10 erg sX 4
7 43 1

(in the 2–10 keV band) and a photon index of ΓX≈ 2 with a
possible cutoff energy of εX,cut= 128 keV.
As seen from Figure 2, the optical depth for GeV–TeV

gamma rays is quite large due to the disk component, and their
escape from the source is difficult even at R= 104 RS∼ RBLR.
This also suggests that multi-GeV or lower-energy gamma rays
can escape for emission radii beyond the BLR radius. For
R= 30 RS, which is comparable to the size of the corona, even
GeV gamma rays do not escape, and the source can be
transparent to ∼10MeV or lower-energy gamma rays.
In general, high-energy gamma rays do not have to be

observed as they are because they interact with ambient
photons, and initiate electromagnetic cascades. Equation (1)
has been employed as precascaded spectra to compare the
IceCube neutrino data to the gamma-ray data particularly in the
context of intergalactic cascades (Murase et al. 2013, 2016;
Capanema et al. 2020, 2021; Fang et al. 2022). In this work, we
apply this intrinsic multimessenger connection to intrasource
cascades. If a cascade is fully developed via inverse-Compton
(IC) emission and two-photon annihilation, the resulting
spectrum is approximated by (e.g., Murase et al. 2012; Fang
et al. 2022)

e
e e e e

e e e e e
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cut 2 2
disk( )( [ ])  0.038 GeV

e eg 1 GeV 30 eVcut 2
disk( ) ( )/ / and eg

cut is the gamma-ray energy at
τγγ(εγ)= 1. Although the normalization of the cascade flux
depends on details, ~g ng nE F E F0.1 0.5E E( – ) is typically expected
within 1 order of magnitude. Thus, for the cascaded flux not to
violate the Fermi data, the source has to be opaque to gamma rays
in the 0.1–10GeV range. These gamma rays mainly interact with
X-rays from the corona, and the two-photon annihilation optical

Figure 1. Schematic picture of an AGN that produces high-energy neutrinos.
Gas accreting onto an SMBH forms an accretion disk and hot corona, from
which optical, ultraviolet, and X-rays are emitted. Winds and jets may also be
launched. Infrared radiation comes from a dusty torus and the starburst region.
Electromagnetic emission from the disk, corona, and broad-line regions is
highly obscured.

Figure 2. Optical depths for two-photon pair annihilation, photomeson
production and Bethe–Heitler pair production processes. The thick and thin
lines are for R = 30 RS and R = 104 RS, respectively, and t* = 10R/c is
assumed.

2

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 941:L17 (8pp), 2022 December 10 Murase

Murase, 2022
 If to take the steep neutrino spectrum at face value, it would suggest a really wimpy accelerator (for instance a 
very weak shock) 

 but shocks put most of their energy at low energies, which would violate energy conservation when the steep 
spectrum is extrapolated 

 In this sense, the most natural explanation of the steep spectrum is that we are looking at a cutoff  

 …and the only way of doing that is by inventing an effective accelerator with no escape (second order 
turbulent acceleration!!!) — See also Talk by E. De Guveia-D’Alpino



HOW TO LOOK INSIDE THE BH CORONA…
Neutrinos Come from the Heart of the Nucleus 

• Cascade constraints: R < (30-100) RS
• Compatible w. pg calorimetry (fpg>1) condition: R < 100 RS
Neutrino emission most likely comes from the SMBH vicinity

KM 22 ApJL
Detailed numerical results with solving kinetic equations

(see KM 22 ApJL for different models, including coronae, jet/wind base, interacting outflows)

# attenuation in matter & dust IR fields is included

Neutrinos Come from the Heart of the Nucleus 

• Cascade constraints: R < (30-100) RS
• Compatible w. pg calorimetry (fpg>1) condition: R < 100 RS
Neutrino emission most likely comes from the SMBH vicinity

KM 22 ApJL
Detailed numerical results with solving kinetic equations

(see KM 22 ApJL for different models, including coronae, jet/wind base, interacting outflows)

# attenuation in matter & dust IR fields is includedThe gamma radiation produced together 
with neutrinos is eventually reprocessed 
inside the corona through E.M. cascade 
which buries the information in the form 
of gamma rays in the 1-10 MeV energy 
band, which can make it out!!! 

It is of the utmost importance to 
investigate this region if we want to figure 
out what is going on inside the corona of 
massive BH 

The fact that we do not see higher energy 
gamma rays constrains the size of the 
corona to be within a few tens of 
Schwarzschild radii!!!

Murare 2022



General Remarks

✤ EXPERIMENTS  GOT  SO  SENSITIVE  THAT  STATISTICS  IS  RARELY  A 
PROBLEM,  BUT SYSTEMATICS  OFTEN LIMITING FACTOR (THINK OF C 
AND O SPECTRA)

✤ A TOPIC THAT HERE WAS BASICALLY UNCOVERED BUT IT IS PROBABLY 
ONE OF THE HOTTEST TOPICS IS THE EXISTENCE OF TEV HALOS AND 
SUPPRESSED DIFFUSION NEAR SOURCES

✤ THE  SELF-GENERATION  OF  TURBULENCE  IS  CENTRAL  TO 
ACCELERATION, TO ESCAPE FROM SOURCES AND TO TRANSPORT ON 
GALACTIC SCALES, AS WELL AS LIKELY FOR ESCAPE OF UHECR FROM 
THEIR SOURCES - NOT DISCUSSED HERE



General Remarks
✤ THESE ARE CONSIDERATIONS THAT PLAY A CRUCIAL ROLE NOT ONLY FOR 

THEORY BUT OBSERVATION (THINK OF THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN DIFFUSE 
FLUX AND NEAR-SOURCE INTERACTIONS, OR UHECR SUPPRESSION AT LOW 
E, OR GRAMMAGE EXPERIENCED BY CRS)

✤ ON GALACTIC SCALES SELF-GENERATION CEASES TO BE IMPORTANT AT FEW 
HUNDRED GV, AND AT HIGHER ENERGIES WE STILL LACK A SATISFACTORY 
THEORY OF CR SCATTERING. WE DO NOT EVEN KNOW IF WE NEED ONE…

✤ IT  IS  CLEAR  THAT  B-FIELDS  ON  COSMOLOGICAL  SCALES  MAY  PLAY  A 
CRUCIAL  ROLE  IN  SHAPING  THE  UHECR  SPECTRUM  (MAGNETIC 
HORIZON)…YET THERE IS CURRENTLY NO CLEAR INDICATION THAT THERE 
IS ANY DECENT B IN VOIDS



General Remarks

✤ Seeking PeVatrons remains  a  priority  but  at  present 
normal SNRs have a hard time, and star clusters are 
only now being investigated, but it doesn’t look good

✤ Very  luminous  trans-relativistic  SNRs  are  the  only 
exception, but very rare, hard to see in gamma rays



V.S. Berezinsky
April 17 1934 - April 16 2023



Additional Material for Discussion



GALACTIC PEVATRONS

THE PROBLEM OF ACCELERATING COSMIC 
RAYS TO PeV ENERGIES REMAINS AS SERIOUS 
AS EVER, EVEN IN THE AFTERMATH OF THE 
D I S C O V E R Y O F F A S T C R I N D U C E D 
INSTABILITIES 

MUCH INVESTIGATION IS TAKING PLACE IN 
THE DIRECTION OF HIGH PERFORMANCE 
COMPUTATION OF THE MICROPHYSICS OF 
PARTICLE ACCELERATION 

…NOT ONLY IN SUPERNOVA REMNANTS BUT 
ALSO IN OTHER CLASSES OF ASTROPHYSICAL 
OBJECTS, ESPECIALLY STAR CLUSTERS WHERE 
VHE GAMMA RAYS HAVE BEEN DETECTED BY 
HAWC AND LHASSO

Quasiparallel shocks: proton and electron accelerators                                                
Mach 10 nonrelativistic hybrid simulation of proton acceleration

Density

Bz
V

B0

Universe 2022, 8, 505 12 of 17

The GeV-to-TeV observations of star forming regions and massive stellar clusters in
our Galaxy, which have given new impulse to the gamma-ray research in high energy
astrophysics, help to constrain the fraction of mechanical stellar wind energy transferred
into relativistic particles and hence gamma rays, studying particle acceleration and propa-
gation in Galactic stellar clusters and superbubbles. Furthermore, high energy phenomena
are attracting increasing attention in relation to the life cycle of interstellar matter and
star-formation processes. The rate and efficiency of the star formation process depends
in fact on the balance between the self-gravity of dense molecular cores and countervail-
ing forces, which act to support the clouds. The most important of these are likely to be
thermal pressure, turbulence, and magnetic fields. In order for magnetic support to be
effective, a population of ionized particles must be present in the core. Since molecular
clouds are opaque to ultraviolet radiation from stars, the main ionizing agent is thought
to be low-energy CRs, and the magnetic support of the cloud is critically dependent on
this factor.

Figure 10. (a) Figures from [64]. Spectral energy distribution of the gamma-ray emission at the
Cocoon region. HAWC errors on the flux points are the 1 sigma statistical errors. At low TeV energy,
HAWC data agree with the measurements by the ARGO observatory [88]. The red and grey circles
are the Fermi-LAT flux points published in [87,89], respectively. The grey triangles are from the
Fermi-LAT analysis in [44]. The grey solid and dashed lines are the spectra derived from the hadronic
modeling of the region. (b) Cosmic ray energy density profile calculated for four rings (0–15 pc,
15–29 pc, 29–44 pc, and 44–55 pc) centered at the OB2 association. The green circles are the cosmic
ray densities derived above 10 TeV using HAWC gamma-ray data. The y errors are the statistical
errors and the x error bars are the width of the x bins. The orange and blue lines are the 1/r profile
for the case where the particles are continuously injected) and constant profile (signature of the burst
injection), respectively. The black dashed line is the local cosmic ray density above 10 TeV, based on
the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer measurements. The black triangles are the cosmic ray densities
above 100 GeV from [44].

4. Conclusions

Two decades ago, only a few sources of very high energy gamma rays had been
detected, and few astrophysical sources were thought to be able to accelerate particles
to very high energies within the Galaxy. Before the advent of Fermi-LAT in 2008, the
EGRET source catalogue counted 288 sources [90]. An order of magnitude difference in
sensitivity between the previous and current generation of instruments has revolutionized
gamma-ray astronomy. From about 10 instances of TeV sources in 2002 before the advent
of the H.E.S.S., VERITAS, and MAGIC instruments (http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/, accessed
on 14 September 2022), the source catalogues nowadays contain thousands of astrophysical
objects emitting at GeV energies, and hundreds of objects emitting up to TeV energies,
some of them up to hundreds of TeV and even PeV gamma rays (https://heasarc.gsfc.
nasa.gov/W3Browse/fermi/fermilpsc.html and http://tevcat.uchicago.edu, accessed on
14 September 2022). Not only has the number of detected sources dramatically increased,
but also the variety of astrophysical phenomena that emit high energy gamma rays is



CONFINEMENT TIME WITH NO RESONANCES
4 O. Pezzi & P. Blasi
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Figure 3. Escape times as a function of the particle gyroradius A6 . Blue
(light blue) points indicate respectively the average (median) escape times,
computed for the Z ! 1 case. Orange (light orange) triangles refer to the
average (median) escape times in the Z = 0 case. Blue and orange dashed lines
indicate the di�usive escape time gD = !2

esc/2⇡iso for the two cases Z ! 1
and Z = 0. Light blue and orange dot-dashed lines show the prediction 0.75gD
for the two di�erent setups. The horizontal cerise-red lines correspond to the
average ballistic escape time, hgesc,b i (dashed) and the median ballistic escape
time g̃esc,b (dot dashed). Gray vertical lines indicate the gyroradius at which
resonance is lost for numerical reasons, i.e. the gyroradius that comprises at
least five grid points, (dashed) and corresponding to the box size A6 = !box
(dot-dashed), respectively.

of severe damping of fast magnetosonic modes. This implies that
cases where the computed di�usion coe�cient is extremely large
or shows odds energy dependence (e.g., Fornieri et al. (2021)) may
provide unphysical insights since they neglect large-scale FLRW. All
these considerations will turn out to be foundational to address the
second following question.

What is the confinement time the Galaxy in the absence of turbulent
power on resonant scales? In the energy range accessible to our
simulations, the di�usion coe�cient in the low energy regime is
roughly the same for small values of Z . Hence, we will focus here
only on the limit cases Z ! 1 and Z = 0. For each value of Z , we
performed di�erent runs at di�erent particle gyroradius in the range
A6/;iso 2 [10�2

, 102], i.e., particle energy ⇢PeV 2 [0.6, 6 ⇥ 103] in
physical units. We extended this range for about a decade at high
energies for recovering the transition to the ballistic transport.

For mimicking the particle escape from the Galactic halo, we
identify the (G, H) plane at I = !box/2 as the Galactic disc, while the
halo fills the I direction out to an escape boundary at !esc = !box/2+
10!box. Particles are injected isotropically in such an infinitesimally
thin disc. A particle is considered as escaped when its displacement
along the I direction reaches the threshold height !esc. In order
to simulate this situation, we use periodic boundary conditions on
the individual box, while keeping track on the displacement in the
I direction. At the end of each run, all particles escape. Due to
the randomness of the magnetic field perturbations, the probability
distribution function (PDF) of the escape times is wide (not shown
here), thus indicating that particles escape with di�erent times gesc.
The average (hgesci) and median (g̃esc) escape times are evaluated at
the end of each run.

Figure 3 shows the energy dependence of escape times. Blue and
orange colors refer to the cases Z ! 1 and Z = 0, respectively.
We disregarded other cases (Z = 10�2

, 10�4) displayed in Fig. 2
since, as expected, they show results analogous to the Z = 0 case.
Blue and orange markers show the average escape times hgesci, while
light blue and orange markers display the median escape time g̃esc.
Blue and orange dashed lines indicate the average di�usive escape

time g⇡ = !
2
esc/2⇡iso (see, e.g., Eqs. (11) and (20-22) of Lipari

(2014)), while light blue and orange dot-dashed lines display the
prediction for the median di�usive escape time ' 0.75g⇡ , calculated
from the distribution of Eqs. (20-21) in Lipari (2014). In both cases,
the isotropic di�usion coe�cient ⇡iso has been computed directly
from simulations as in Figure 2.

Several interesting features emerge by inspecting Figure 3. At
most energies, particle escape is well described by the di�usion
approximation, as expected since _ ⌧ !esc (Fig. 2). The di�erent
di�usion properties recovered at low energies for decreasing Z values
reflect into a distinct energy dependence of the escape times. In the
Z ! 1 case, the escape time shows a trend close to A

�1/3
6 , while in

the FLRW-dominated scenario, the escape time becomes constant as
the energy decreases.

At high enough energies the di�usive approximation eventually
breaks down, and a transition to a ballistic escape is observed. For
both Z ! 1 and Z = 0, the median and average escape times saturate
at two di�erent values, respectively close to g̃esc,b = 2!esc/2 (cerise-

red dot-dashed) and hgesc,bi ' !esc
2 ln

⇣
!esc
;2

⌘
(cerise-red dashed).

Such a behavior can be interpreted as follows.
As we inject #? particles isotropically, the number of particles

moving with pitch angle 0  `  1 is =(`) = #?/2. These particles
escape in a time g ' !esc/2`. The number of particles with escape
time between g and g + 3g can be easily inferred as:

=(g) =
#?

2
!esc

2g
2
. (4)

The slope of the PDFs of =(g) measured from numerical simulations
is in agreement with the above ' �2 slope (not shown here). By
requiring that the number of particles escaping with times > g are
half of the total number of particles with ` > 0, i.e., #?/4, it is easy
to compute the median ballistic escape time g̃esc,b = 2!esc/2. The
average ballistic escape time is instead:

hgesc,bi =

Ø gmax
gmin

3g=(g)gØ gmax
gmin

3g=(g)
' !esc

2

ln
✓
2gmax

!esc

◆
, (5)

where gmin = !esc/2 and gmax � gmin is related to the particles with
very small pitch-angle, `min, that spend a rather long time in the halo.
We estimated `min by noticing that these particles perform a random
walk deflecting by an angle �\ ' [

1/2
;2/A6, where the number of

scatterings is [ ' !esc/(`;2). When �\ ⇠ !esc/A6, i.e., `min '
;2/!esc, these particles escape, thus providing gmax ' !

2
esc/(2;2)

and hgesc,bi ' !esc
2 ln

⇣
!esc
;2

⌘
. This trend is shown in Figure 3 as a

horizontal dash-dotted line and agrees well with the median escape
time computed from simulations.

4 DISCUSSION

The recent accurate measurement of the spectra of primary and sec-
ondary nuclei and the detection of features in such spectra have
brought up to surface the issue of the microphysics of CR scattering.
At low energies CRs may be self-confined in the Galaxy (Amato
& Blasi 2018), while at energies above a few hundred GeV self-
confinement is ine�cient and pre-existing turbulence is needed to
scatter CRs. Such turbulence is unlikely to be Alfvénic (or slow
magnetosonic) owing to the anisotropic cascade which provides lit-
tle power at the resonant scales. Fast magnetosonic modes as a source
of scattering may be also problematic due to the damping properties
of these modes and the dependence of the spectrum upon plasma
properties (Kempski & Quataert 2022).
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THE FATE OF VHE PARTICLES LEAVING 
THEIR SOURCES: TEV HALOS?
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REDUCED DIFFUSIVITY AROUND SOURCES: 
WHY???

HAWC has recently detected regions of extended gamma ray 
emission around selected PWNe, in the >TeV energy region, 

suggesting that the diffusion coefficient in these regions is ~1/100 
of the Galactic one [Abeysekara+ 2017] 

HESS observations of several star clusters have also shown 
extended regions (~100 pc) with TeV gamma ray emission, with 

inferred D(E)<< than the Galactic one [Aharonian+ 2018] 

Evidence from gamma ray observations of gamma ray emission 
from molecular clouds positioned at different distances from 

SNRs (for instance W28) that the diffusion coefficient is ~1/40 of 
the Galactic one [Gabici+ 2010]



Acceleration in Star Clusters
THE BUBBLE OF STELLAR CLUSTERS2

maximum energy typically in the 10 � 100 TeV range (Cristofari
et al. 2020). The only possible exception to this conclusion applies
to powerful (& 5 ⇥ 1051 erg), rare (⇠ 1/104 years) core collapse
SNRs, with relatively small ejecta mass (few solar masses), for
which the maximum energy can indeed reach PeV energies. The
overall spectrum of CRs released in the ISM by each of the classes
of SN explosions mentioned above seems bumpy and unlike the
relatively smooth spectrum observed at the Earth. Although these
problems and di�culties might only suggest that our theoretical
approaches to the origin of CRs in SNRs are too simplistic, they
have also stimulated the search for alternative sources of CRs, with
special care for those that produce a spectrum extending to the knee
energy. In this context, stellar clusters (Reimer et al. 2006), OB
associations (Bykov & Toptygin 2001; Voelk & Forman 1982), and
supperbubbles (Bykov 2001; Parizot et al. 2004) have for instance
been proposed.

It has especially been speculated that the winds of massive stars
may be a suitable location for the acceleration of CRs (Cesarsky &
Montmerle 1983; Webb et al. 1985; Gupta et al. 2018; Bykov et al.
2020). Moreover, recently the gamma ray emission from the region
around a few compact star clusters has been measured, including
Westerlund 1 (Abramowski et al. 2012), Westerlund 2 (Yang et al.
2018), Cygnus cocoon (Ackermann & et al. 2011; Aharonian et al.
2019), NGC 3603 (Saha et al. 2020), BDS2003 (Albert et al. 2020),
W40 (Sun et al. 2020) and 30 Doradus in the LMC (H. E. S. S.
Collaboration et al. 2015). These observations have been used to
infer the spatial distribution of CRs and their energy budget, sup-
porting the scenario in which a sizable fraction of the wind kinetic
energy is converted to non thermal particles and, at the same time,
maximum energies > 100 TeV are reached. These findings would,
than, suggest that stellar clusters can substantially contribute to the
flux of Galactic CRs.

Further support to such a conclusion comes from the analysis
of the 22Ne/20Ne abundance in CRs, which is a factor ⇠ 5 larger
than for the solar wind (Binns et al. 2006). This result is not easy
to accommodate in the framework of particle acceleration at SNR
shocks alone (Prantzos 2012) while can be more easily accounted
for if CRs are at least partly accelerated out of material contained
in the winds of massive stars (Gupta et al. 2020).

Here we show that the termination shock formed as a result of
the interaction of the intense collective wind of the star cluster with
the ISM is a potentially interesting site for particle acceleration up
to ⇠PeV energies, for several reasons: first, particle escape from the
upstream region (in the direction of the star cluster itself) is forbid-
den because of the geometry of the problem; 2) if a relatively small
fraction (⇠ 10%) of the wind kinetic energy is dissipated to mag-
netic energy, particle di�usion around the shock can be reduced,
thereby shortening the acceleration time; 3) if the kinetic luminos-
ity of the star cluster is large enough (& 3 ⇥ 1038 erg/s) then the
maximum energy is indeed in the ⇠PeV range; 4) in rather common
situations around the termination shock, the spectrum of acceler-
ated particles may be somewhat steeper than ⇢�2, as required by
observations of CRs on Galactic scale (Evoli et al. 2019, 2020).

The article is organised as follows: in §2 we briefly describe
the structure of the environment around the star cluster and the
properties of the termination shock where particle acceleration is
expected to take place. In § 3 we discuss the di�usion properties of
particles inside the wind bubble while in § 4 we describe in detail the
solution of the DSA problem at the termination shock and we derive
an expression for the maximum energy of accelerated particles. In
§5 we summarise our findings and we comment on the possibility

Termination
shock

Shocked stellar wind

Shocked ISM
ISM

u1

u2

Rc

Rs

Rcd≃Rfs=Rb

Figure 1. Schematic structure of a wind bubble excavated by a star cluster
into the ISM: 'B marks the position of the termination shock, 'cd the contact
discontinuity, and 'fs the forward shock.

that star clusters may in fact be prominent contributors to the flux
of CRs in the Galaxy.

2 THE BUBBLE’S STRUCTURE

The bubble excavated by the collective stellar wind launched by the
star cluster is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1: the central part is
filled with the wind itself, expanding with a velocity EF and density

d(A) =
§"

4cA2EF
, A > '2 , (1)

where '2 is the radius of the core where the stars are concentrated,
and §" is the rate of mass loss due to the collective wind. The
impact of the supersonic wind with the ISM, assumed here to have a
constant density d0, produces a forward shock at position 'fs, while
the shocked wind is bound by a termination shock, at a location 'B .
The shocked ISM and the shocked wind are separated by a contact
discontinuity at 'cd. The typical cooling timescale of the shocked
ISM is only ⇠ 104 yr, while the cooling time for the shocked wind
is several 107 yr which is comparable with the typical age of these
systems (Koo & McKee 1992a,b). As a consequence, the wind-
blown bubble spends the largest part of its life in a quasi-adiabatic
phase, meaning that the shocked wind is adiabatic while the shocked
ISM is cold and dense and compressed in a very thin layer, such that
we can approximate 'cd ' 'fs ⌘ '1 . Hence most of the volume
of the bubble is filled with the wind and the shocked wind. Below,
following Weaver et al. (1977) and Gupta et al. (2018) we provide a
simple approximation for the position in time of the forward shock
(FS) and the termination shock (TS). The mass accumulated at the
FS while moving in the ISM is " (') =

Ø '
0 4cA2d03A , where d0 is

the external density. The momentum of the material accumulated in
the thin shell between 'cd and 'fs is " (') §' and changes because
of the work done by the pressure % in the hot bubble:

3

3C

⇥
" (') §'

⇤
= 4c'2%. (2)

On the other hand, the energy density in the bubble is n =
4
3c'

3 %
W6�1 , where W6 is the adiabatic index, and it changes ac-
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THE RAM PRESSURE OF THE COLLECTIVE WINDS OF A STAR 
CLUSTER EXCAVATES A BUBBLE OF ~100 pc  

INSIDE THE BUBBLE A STANDING TERMINATION SHOCK IF 
FORMED WHERE PARTICLE ACCELERATION CAN TAKE PLACE 

THE  MAXIMUM ENERGY DEPENDS STRONGLY ON THE WIND 
VELOCITY 

FOR SHOCKS WITH V>3000 Km/s PeV ENERGIES CAN BE REACHED

4

The simple criterion discussed above, using Kolmogorov tur-
bulence, leads to:

⇢max ⇡ 1014 [1/2
⌫

§"11/10
�4 E37/10

8 d�3/5
1 C4/510

✓
!2
2pc

◆�2
eV. (13)

The expression for the di�usion coe�cient in Eq. (12) is valid
as long as the Larmor radius of particles is smaller than !2 . Using
Eq.(11) this constraint can also be written as:

⇢ . 6.8 ⇥ 1015 [1/2
⌫

§"1/5
�4 E2/5

8 d3/10
1 C�2/5

10

✓
!2
2pc

◆
eV. (14)

For larger energies,⇡ (⇢) / ⇢2, independent of the type of turbulent
cascading (see, for instance, Dundovic et al. 2020), and acceleration
quickly becomes ine�cient.

Imposing that ⇢max does not exceed the bound in Eq. (14) one
obtains the additional constraint:

§"9/10
�4 E33/10

8 d�9/10
1 C6/510

✓
!2
1pc

◆�3
. 69 (15)

One can see from Eq. (13) that in order to reach PeV energies, for
the reference values of the parameters one needs wind speeds of
⇠ 2500 km/s using [⌫ ⇠ 0.1. The constraint in Eq. (15) implies
that the wind speed be. 3600 km/s for the same reference values of
the other parameters (notice however the strong dependence upon
!2). It follows that a typical star cluster may produce particles with
energy in the PeV energy region, but not much larger than that. The
dependence of this conclusion upon the spectrum of the turbulence
in the wind region is relatively weak: if the turbulence follows a
Kraichnan cascading process, such that ⇡ (⇢) = E/3 (A!!2)1/2,
it can be easily seen that the maximum energy imposed by the
condition ⇡1 (⇢max)/D1 ⇡ 's reads

⇢max ⇡ 4 ⇥ 1014 [1/2
⌫

§"4/5
�4 E13/5

8 d�3/10
1 C2/510

✓
!2
2pc

◆�1
eV. (16)

In this case, in order to reach PeV energies one needs wind speeds
larger than ⇠ 2000 km s�1 for [⌫ ⇠ 0.1 and the other parameters
chosen at their reference values.

In both cases it appears that massive star clusters characterized
by large wind speeds can account for CR acceleration in the knee
region, provided turbulence can be developed down to small enough
scales to ensure resonant scattering. The time required for such a
cascade process to take place can be estimated (at the termination
shock) as

g2 ' !2
E�

= 2.9 E�1
8 [�1/2

⌫

✓
!2
2pc

◆
kyr, (17)

where E� = ⌫0/
p

4cd = [1/2
⌫

p
2 EF is the Alfvén speed (spatially

constant in the cold wind). The time g2 is clearly much shorter than
the dynamical time scale of a star cluster, but it is also required to be
shorter than the advection time of the wind across the region between
the star cluster and the termination shock, i.e. CF = 'B/EF . For our
standard parameters’ values we have g2/CF = !2EF/('BE�) ' 0.1.

For both models of turbulent cascading the dependence of the
maximum energy upon wind speed is rather strong (⇠ E3.7

8 for
Kolmogorov and ⇠ E2.6

8 for Kraichnan). This strong dependence is
the reason why the maximum energy is in the PeV region only for
very fast winds, while rapidly dropping to lower values for slower,
most common star cluster winds.

A comment about the expected spectrum of accelerated par-
ticles is in order. While DSA at a strong shock almost invariably
leads to a spectrum 5 (?) / ?�4, independent of the geometry of

the shock, multi-wavelengths observations of young SNRs (like Ty-
cho or Cas A) require a proton spectrum / ?�4.3 (Caprioli 2011).
Interestingly, the same spectral index is also inferred based upon
gamma-ray spectra measured from massive stellar clusters (Aha-
ronian et al. 2019), and inferred from CR transport in the Galaxy
(Evoli et al. 2019, 2020). From the theoretical point of view, some
deviations from the standard predicted spectra are expected when
the Alfvénic Mach number is finite and of order a few (Bell 1978).
In the case discussed above, the magnetic field at the shock is as
given in Eq. (11) and the Alfvén speed can be easily calculated
to be E�,1 = EF[1/2

⌫

p
2, for a strong shock. This means that the

Alfvénic Mach number is ⇠ 4.5. Because of the development of
turbulence in the upstream plasma, one can expect that the e�ec-
tive Alfvén speed, accounting for the waves moving in all direc-
tions, is vanishingly small. On the other hand, as shown by Caprioli
et al. (2020) using hybrid simulations, for self-generated perturba-
tions, downstream of the shock there seems to be a net velocity of
these waves in the direction away from the shock. In a parametric
form, we can write the mean velocity of the waves downstream as
Ē�,2 = j

p
11

2
p

2
[1/2
⌫ EF , where j = 0 for waves that are symmetrically

moving in all directions.
On a very general ground, the slope of accelerated particles is

determined by the e�ective compression ratio which accounts for
the average speed of the scattering centers:

f2 =
EF ,1

EF ,2 + Ē�,2
=

4

1 + 4.68j [1/2
⌫

. (18)

A spectral slope of 4.3 would require f2 = 3.3, which in turn would
imply j [1/2

⌫ = 4.5 ⇥ 10�2. Using as a reference value [⌫ ⇡ 0.1,
this condition translates to j ⇡ 14%. Hence an asymmetry at the
level of ⇠ 10 ÷ 15% in the modes would be su�cient to produce
spectra of accelerated particles somewhat steeper than ?�4.

3.2 Self-generated turbulence

On top of MHD turbulence, some level of magnetic field self-
generation is also expected due to the excitation of streaming insta-
bility by accelerated particles in the proximity of the termination
shock. Below we briefly discuss the resonant and the non-resonant
branch of this instability. If the spectrum of accelerated particles
is ⇠ ?�4, then the resonant instability produces a flat turbulence
power spectrum (Amato & Blasi 2006):

Fres =
✓
X⌫

⌫1

◆2
=

c

2
bCR
⇤

EF
E�

=
c

2
bCR
⇤

(2[⌫)�1/2, (19)

where we introduced ⇤ = ln(?max/<?2) ⇠ 13. Notice that here
we are assuming that the self-generated turbulence is produced on
top of a large scale field (yet turbulent on smaller scales). This is
a rather risky procedure for a few reasons: first, the instability is
calculated assuming that there is a regular, well defined field that
defines the unperturbed particle trajectories, not a turbulent field.
Second, in the presence of pre-existing turbulence, the growth of
the instability is quenched, as discussed by Farmer & Goldreich
(2004). In conclusion, the power spectrum reported above should
be considered as an absolute upper limit to the strength of the
phenomenon. In any case, one can see that Fres becomes of order
unity only for [⌫ . 10�4, a rather small value. In any case the
turbulent quenching would make this phenomenon of little impact.

Contrary to resonant modes, the non-resonant streaming insta-
bility (Bell 2004) is allowed to grow only if the energy density in
the CR current times EF/2 is smaller than the energy density in the
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5 RESULTS

In this section we describe in detail the results of our calculations
in terms of spectra of particles accelerated at the TS, spectrum of
CRs in the bubble and spectrum and morphology of the gamma
ray emission produced in the bubble through pp collisions. Special
emphasis is put on the discussion of CR energy losses, in that this
phenomenon a�ects both the spectrum of escaping CRs and the
interpretation of gamma ray emission, and was not accounted for in
previous work on the topic.

5.1 Spectrum of accelerated particles

Our benchmark case in terms of choice of parameters is that of
the Cygnus OB-2 cocoon, for which we have EF = 2800 km/s,
§" = 1.5 ⇥ 10�4

"� HA
�1, age of 3 million years, and density of

the outside ISM 20 2<
�3. With these values of the parameters,

the luminosity of the star cluster is !F = 3.8 ⇥ 1038 erg/s. The
termination shock is located at 'B = 15.3 pc while the outer edge
of the bubble is at 96 pc. While this set of parameters defines our
benchmark model, in the following we will investigate the e�ect of
changing these numbers within a reasonable range that may describe
a more generic star cluster or account for uncertainties in the value
of these parameters for the case of Cygnus OB-2 ??.

In Fig. 3 we show the spectrum of accelerated particles at
the TS in our benchmark case, assuming that the scattering waves
downstream of the TS are fully isotropic (D̃2 = D2, solid black line)
or that alternatively there is a 5% excess of waves moving away
from the shock toward downstream (D̃2 = D2 + 0.05E

�,2, dashed
black line). The latter case is expected to lead to a steeper spectrum
(Bell 1978) (see also discussion in Morlino et al. 2021). These
curves are obtained using the canonical expressions for the di�usion
coe�cients derived in §2, with [⌫ = 0.1. The blue curves for each of
the two cases listed above show the spectra of accelerated particles
in the case that the di�usion coe�cient downstream is artificially
reduced by a factor 5 to mimic the excitation of MHD instabilities
behind the shock front (Giacalone & Jokipii 2007)[Ma il valore 5
e’ scelto a caso o c’e’ un legame con G&J?].

Fig. 3 illustrates in a clear way how tricky is the definition of
the maximum energy in the spherical geometry typical of a stellar
cluster: although for the parameters that we have chosen here the
maximum energy can be easily read o� Fig. 2 to be of order⇠ 1 PeV,
one can see that the spectrum of particles accelerated at the TS starts
dropping appreciably at energy . 100 TeV, while in the PeV region
the spectrum is already exponentially dropping. As discussed by
Morlino et al. (2021), this e�ect is due to the appearance of a sort of
mean plasma speed upstream: for low energies, this e�ective speed
is close to E2 and the spectrum is the same that one would obtain for
a plain shock. At high energies, when the di�usion length upstream
is not negligible compared with the radius of the TS, the e�ective
speed becomes less than EF , which implies a smaller e�ective
compression factor and a steeper spectrum. This e�ect is more
pronounced for weak energy dependence of the di�usion coe�cient:
for Kolmogorov scaling, one has a gradual steepening rather than a
cuto�, that starts already in the TeV region. For Bohm di�usion the
spectrum starts cutting o� at approximately the maximum energy,
but the Bohm case is hardly supported when self-generation is
not at work [maybe with multiple scale of injection]. The case of
Kraichnan scaling adopted here is somewhat intermediate between
the Bohm and the Kolmogorov cases.

So far we have not discussed the role of energy losses: this is
because the time scale for losses is much longer than the acceleration

Figure 3. Spectrum of accelerated particles at the TS for D̃2 = D2 + [E�,2
with [ = 0 (solid lines) and [ = 0.05 (dashed lines). An e�ciency of
CR acceleration b⇠' = 0.01 has been used. The black curves refer to the
nominal di�usion coe�cient downstream, while the blue curves have been
obtained by suppressing artificially ⇡2 by a a factor 5. The low energy slope
of #0 (⇢) for [ = 0.05 (dashed lines) is 2.1.

time, hence the spectrum at the shock is weakly a�ected by losses.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where we plot the di�usion time scale in
the downstream of the shock, gdif (⇢) = '

2
1
/⇡2 (⇢) (red solid line),

the time scale of advection

gadv =
π

'1

'B

3A

D(A) =
1
3
'
1

D2

✓
'
1

'B

◆2
"
1 �

✓
'B

'
1

◆3
#
, (17)

in the form of a dash-dotted line, the timescale for losses due to
pion production, g

;
= ⇢/1(⇢), for density of target = = 15 cm�3

(top blue curve) and = = 30 cm�3 (bottom blue curve) and the age
of the star cluster, gage (thin black solid line). The acceleration time,
approximated here as

g022 (⇢) ⇡
3

D̃1 � D̃2


⇡1

D̃1
+ ⇡2

D̃2

�
, (18)

is shown multiplied by a factor 100 in order to make it visible in the
same plot. Clearly the maximum energy is not limited by energy
losses in a star cluster resembling the Cygnus OB-2 cocoon.

While losses are not fast enough to shape the spectrum of
accelerated particles, they are very important in shaping the spec-
trum of protons in the downstream region and, as a consequence,
the spectrum of particles escaping the cavity as well. Notice that
the observed gamma ray emission mainly comes from the region
downstream of the TS (see §5.2), hence it carries information on
the e�ect of energy losses as well.

In Fig. 5 we show the spatial distribution of particles with
energy 100 GeV (black), 1 TeV (red) and 100 TeV for an unrealis-
tically low density, = = 10�3 cm�3 (dotted lines), and for the more
realistic values = = 15 cm�3 (solid lines) and = = 30 cm�3 (dashed
lines) for the gas density in the cavity (this is expected to be mainly
in the form of neutral gas). One can clearly identify the position
of the TS at ⇠ 15 pc from the center and the edge of the bubble
at ⇠ 96 pc. From Fig. 4 one can appreciate that the transport in
the downstream region is mainly regulated by advection and losses
for ⇢ . 50 TeV, while di�usion plays the most important role at
higher energies. Hence the e�ect of losses is most visible in the spa-
tial distribution of lower energy particles in the downstream region
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Assuming that the turbulence follows a Kraichnan cascade, the
di�usion coe�cient upstream of the TS can be estimated as

⇡ (⇢) ⇡ 1
3
A! (?)E

✓
A! (?)
!2

◆�1/2
= 1.1 ⇥ 1025
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!2

1pc

◆1/2

[
�1/4
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§"�1/10
�4 E

�1/5
8 d

�3/20
10 C

1/5
10 ⇢

1/2
GeV cm2 s�1

,

(5)

where A! (?) = ?2/4⌫(A) is the Larmor radius of particles of mo-
mentum ? in the magnetic field ⌫(A).

Other types of turbulent spectra were discussed by Morlino
et al. (2021). While the estimated maximum energy does not change
critically with di�erent choices of the turbulent cascade, the shape
of the spectrum of accelerated particles is sensibly a�ected by such
choice. For a Kolmogorov spectrum, the spectrum of accelerated
particles smoothly softens towards high energies and this results in
an e�ective maximum energy that is inadequate to describe gamma
ray spectra that extend to the & 100 TeV energy range [qui ag-
giungerei una citazione a Stefano che fa vedere bene proprio questo
punto] (see Menchiari et al. 2023, for a discussion about uncertain-
ties involved). Morlino et al. (2021) and Menchiari et al. (2023) also
considered the case of Bohm di�usion, but since the parameters in
star clusters are not promising in terms of self-generation of the
turbulence, we do not consider this case here. [Commenterei sul
fatto che una di�usione Bohm-like potrebbe verificarsi se ci sono
diverse scale di iniezione della turbolenza. Anche perchè il lavoro di
Stefano considere pure Bohm, e se lo scriviamo cosi poi entriamo in
contraddizione] Actually, a Bohm-like di�usion in a limited energy
range could also result from a turbulence injection on several scales.

Downstream of the termination shock, we assume that the mag-
netic field is only compressed by the standard factor

p
(2'2 + 1)/3,

that for a strong shock (compression factor ' = 4) becomes
p

11.
In this case ⇡2 ⇡ 0.55⇡1. Clearly the downstream di�usion coef-
ficient can be smaller than this estimate suggests, if other processes
(such as the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability Giacalone & Jokipii
2007) lead to enhanced turbulence behind the shock. We will dis-
cuss some implications of this scenario below.

The functional shape of the di�usion coe�cient as in Eq. 5 is
expected to hold up to energies for which the Larmor radius equals
the coherence scale !2 . At larger energies the standard ⇡ (⇢) / ⇢

2

appears, as can be found both analytically and using simulations
of test particle transport in di�erent types of synthetic turbulence
(see for instance (Subedi et al. 2017; Dundovic et al. 2020) and
references therein).

In the calculations discussed below we will use the di�usion
coe�cient in Eq. 5 (with a transition to / ⇢

2 at high energies),
because it provides the best fit to the high energy data from Cygnus
OB2, but we will comment on other choices.

3 MAXIMUM MOMENTUM

An estimate of the maximum energy that can be achieved at the TS
through DSA can be easily obtained even without a formal solution
of the transport equation, although, as discussed by Morlino et al.
(2021), special care is needed in interpreting the physical meaning
of such maximum momentum: due to the combination of spherical
symmetry of the problem and di�erent energy dependence of the
di�usion coe�cient, the spectrum of accelerated particles is char-
acterized by a pronounced cuto� at the maximum momentum in the
case of Bohm di�usion, while a milder energy dependence in ⇡ (⇢)
results in a gradual roll-o�, more similar to a spectral steepening

Figure 2. Contour plot of the log(2?max/%4+ ) as a function of the rate of
mass loss and the wind speed.

that starts at ? ⌧ ?max. The case of a Kraichnan turbulence is sort
of intermediate between Bohm and Kolmogorov and, as we discuss
below, provides the best description of the available observations.

The maximum momentum is defined by the most stringent
among the following three conditions: 1) the di�usion length up-
stream must be smaller that the radius of the termination shock: this
condition reads

?
(1)
max = 4 ⇥ 105

✓
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1pc

◆�1
[

1/2
⌫

§"4/5
�4 E

13/5
8 d

�3/10
10 C

2/5
10 GeV/c. (6)

2) The di�usion length downstream must not exceed the size of the
downstream region, which implies:
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3) The scattering should occur in the inertial range of the turbulence,
namely the Larmor radius should not exceed the coherence scale
!2 :

?
(3)
max = 6.8 ⇥ 106
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◆�1
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2/5
8 d

3/10
10 C

�2/5
10 GeV/c. (8)

The actual value of the maximum momentum is determined by
the most stringent condition among these three, which depends
upon the values of the parameters (mass loss rate, wind speed,
density of the ISM, age of the star cluster, e�ciency of conversion
to magnetic turbulence and coherence scale of the turbulence). The
strongest dependence is the one on the wind speed. The dependence
of the maximum momentum on the mass loss rate and the wind
speed is illustrated in the contour plot in Fig 2, where we show
log(?max2/PeV) for parameters that are thought to be appropriate
for the Cygnus cocoon (age of 3 million years, density of the ISM
outside the cavity of ⇠ 10 cm�3 and coherence scale of Kraichnan
turbulence chosen as !2 = 1 pc). One can see that for the maximum
momentum to fall in the range around 1 PeV (log(?max/%4+) ' 0),
either very fast winds or large rates of mass loss are required. We
will see below that even these conditions may not be su�cient to
make a typical star cluster into a PeVatron.
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maximum energy typically in the 10 � 100 TeV range (Cristofari
et al. 2020). The only possible exception to this conclusion applies
to powerful (& 5 ⇥ 1051 erg), rare (⇠ 1/104 years) core collapse
SNRs, with relatively small ejecta mass (few solar masses), for
which the maximum energy can indeed reach PeV energies. The
overall spectrum of CRs released in the ISM by each of the classes
of SN explosions mentioned above seems bumpy and unlike the
relatively smooth spectrum observed at the Earth. Although these
problems and di�culties might only suggest that our theoretical
approaches to the origin of CRs in SNRs are too simplistic, they
have also stimulated the search for alternative sources of CRs, with
special care for those that produce a spectrum extending to the knee
energy. In this context, stellar clusters (Reimer et al. 2006), OB
associations (Bykov & Toptygin 2001; Voelk & Forman 1982), and
supperbubbles (Bykov 2001; Parizot et al. 2004) have for instance
been proposed.

It has especially been speculated that the winds of massive stars
may be a suitable location for the acceleration of CRs (Cesarsky &
Montmerle 1983; Webb et al. 1985; Gupta et al. 2018; Bykov et al.
2020). Moreover, recently the gamma ray emission from the region
around a few compact star clusters has been measured, including
Westerlund 1 (Abramowski et al. 2012), Westerlund 2 (Yang et al.
2018), Cygnus cocoon (Ackermann & et al. 2011; Aharonian et al.
2019), NGC 3603 (Saha et al. 2020), BDS2003 (Albert et al. 2020),
W40 (Sun et al. 2020) and 30 Doradus in the LMC (H. E. S. S.
Collaboration et al. 2015). These observations have been used to
infer the spatial distribution of CRs and their energy budget, sup-
porting the scenario in which a sizable fraction of the wind kinetic
energy is converted to non thermal particles and, at the same time,
maximum energies > 100 TeV are reached. These findings would,
than, suggest that stellar clusters can substantially contribute to the
flux of Galactic CRs.

Further support to such a conclusion comes from the analysis
of the 22Ne/20Ne abundance in CRs, which is a factor ⇠ 5 larger
than for the solar wind (Binns et al. 2006). This result is not easy
to accommodate in the framework of particle acceleration at SNR
shocks alone (Prantzos 2012) while can be more easily accounted
for if CRs are at least partly accelerated out of material contained
in the winds of massive stars (Gupta et al. 2020).

Here we show that the termination shock formed as a result of
the interaction of the intense collective wind of the star cluster with
the ISM is a potentially interesting site for particle acceleration up
to ⇠PeV energies, for several reasons: first, particle escape from the
upstream region (in the direction of the star cluster itself) is forbid-
den because of the geometry of the problem; 2) if a relatively small
fraction (⇠ 10%) of the wind kinetic energy is dissipated to mag-
netic energy, particle di�usion around the shock can be reduced,
thereby shortening the acceleration time; 3) if the kinetic luminos-
ity of the star cluster is large enough (& 3 ⇥ 1038 erg/s) then the
maximum energy is indeed in the ⇠PeV range; 4) in rather common
situations around the termination shock, the spectrum of acceler-
ated particles may be somewhat steeper than ⇢�2, as required by
observations of CRs on Galactic scale (Evoli et al. 2019, 2020).

The article is organised as follows: in §2 we briefly describe
the structure of the environment around the star cluster and the
properties of the termination shock where particle acceleration is
expected to take place. In § 3 we discuss the di�usion properties of
particles inside the wind bubble while in § 4 we describe in detail the
solution of the DSA problem at the termination shock and we derive
an expression for the maximum energy of accelerated particles. In
§5 we summarise our findings and we comment on the possibility

Figure 1. Schematic structure of a wind bubble excavated by a star cluster
into the ISM: 'B marks the position of the termination shock, 'cd the contact
discontinuity, and 'fs the forward shock.

that star clusters may in fact be prominent contributors to the flux
of CRs in the Galaxy.

2 THE BUBBLE’S STRUCTURE

The bubble excavated by the collective stellar wind launched by the
star cluster is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1: the central part is
filled with the wind itself, expanding with a velocity EF and density

d(A) =
§"

4cA2EF
, A > '2 , (1)

where '2 is the radius of the core where the stars are concentrated,
and §" is the rate of mass loss due to the collective wind. The
impact of the supersonic wind with the ISM, assumed here to have a
constant density d0, produces a forward shock at position 'fs, while
the shocked wind is bound by a termination shock, at a location 'B .
The shocked ISM and the shocked wind are separated by a contact
discontinuity at 'cd. The typical cooling timescale of the shocked
ISM is only ⇠ 104 yr, while the cooling time for the shocked wind
is several 107 yr which is comparable with the typical age of these
systems (Koo & McKee 1992a,b). As a consequence, the wind-
blown bubble spends the largest part of its life in a quasi-adiabatic
phase, meaning that the shocked wind is adiabatic while the shocked
ISM is cold and dense and compressed in a very thin layer, such that
we can approximate 'cd ' 'fs ⌘ '1 . Hence most of the volume
of the bubble is filled with the wind and the shocked wind. Below,
following Weaver et al. (1977) and Gupta et al. (2018) we provide a
simple approximation for the position in time of the forward shock
(FS) and the termination shock (TS). The mass accumulated at the
FS while moving in the ISM is " (') =

Ø '
0 4cA2d03A , where d0 is

the external density. The momentum of the material accumulated in
the thin shell between 'cd and 'fs is " (') §' and changes because
of the work done by the pressure % in the hot bubble:

3

3C

⇥
" (') §'

⇤
= 4c'2%. (2)

On the other hand, the energy density in the bubble is n =
4
3c'

3 %
W6�1 , where W6 is the adiabatic index, and it changes ac-
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The simple criterion discussed above, using Kolmogorov tur-
bulence, leads to:

⇢max ⇡ 1014 [1/2
⌫

§"11/10
�4 E37/10

8 d�3/5
1 C4/510

✓
!2
2pc

◆�2
eV. (13)

The expression for the di�usion coe�cient in Eq. (12) is valid
as long as the Larmor radius of particles is smaller than !2 . Using
Eq.(11) this constraint can also be written as:

⇢ . 6.8 ⇥ 1015 [1/2
⌫

§"1/5
�4 E2/5

8 d3/10
1 C�2/5

10

✓
!2
2pc

◆
eV. (14)

For larger energies,⇡ (⇢) / ⇢2, independent of the type of turbulent
cascading (see, for instance, Dundovic et al. 2020), and acceleration
quickly becomes ine�cient.

Imposing that ⇢max does not exceed the bound in Eq. (14) one
obtains the additional constraint:

§"9/10
�4 E33/10

8 d�9/10
1 C6/510

✓
!2
1pc

◆�3
. 69 (15)

One can see from Eq. (13) that in order to reach PeV energies, for
the reference values of the parameters one needs wind speeds of
⇠ 2500 km/s using [⌫ ⇠ 0.1. The constraint in Eq. (15) implies
that the wind speed be. 3600 km/s for the same reference values of
the other parameters (notice however the strong dependence upon
!2). It follows that a typical star cluster may produce particles with
energy in the PeV energy region, but not much larger than that. The
dependence of this conclusion upon the spectrum of the turbulence
in the wind region is relatively weak: if the turbulence follows a
Kraichnan cascading process, such that ⇡ (⇢) = E/3 (A!!2)1/2,
it can be easily seen that the maximum energy imposed by the
condition ⇡1 (⇢max)/D1 ⇡ 's reads

⇢max ⇡ 4 ⇥ 1014 [1/2
⌫

§"4/5
�4 E13/5

8 d�3/10
1 C2/510

✓
!2
2pc

◆�1
eV. (16)

In this case, in order to reach PeV energies one needs wind speeds
larger than ⇠ 2000 km s�1 for [⌫ ⇠ 0.1 and the other parameters
chosen at their reference values.

In both cases it appears that massive star clusters characterized
by large wind speeds can account for CR acceleration in the knee
region, provided turbulence can be developed down to small enough
scales to ensure resonant scattering. The time required for such a
cascade process to take place can be estimated (at the termination
shock) as

g2 ' !2
E�

= 2.9 E�1
8 [�1/2

⌫

✓
!2
2pc

◆
kyr, (17)

where E� = ⌫0/
p

4cd = [1/2
⌫

p
2 EF is the Alfvén speed (spatially

constant in the cold wind). The time g2 is clearly much shorter than
the dynamical time scale of a star cluster, but it is also required to be
shorter than the advection time of the wind across the region between
the star cluster and the termination shock, i.e. CF = 'B/EF . For our
standard parameters’ values we have g2/CF = !2EF/('BE�) ' 0.1.

For both models of turbulent cascading the dependence of the
maximum energy upon wind speed is rather strong (⇠ E3.7

8 for
Kolmogorov and ⇠ E2.6

8 for Kraichnan). This strong dependence is
the reason why the maximum energy is in the PeV region only for
very fast winds, while rapidly dropping to lower values for slower,
most common star cluster winds.

A comment about the expected spectrum of accelerated par-
ticles is in order. While DSA at a strong shock almost invariably
leads to a spectrum 5 (?) / ?�4, independent of the geometry of

the shock, multi-wavelengths observations of young SNRs (like Ty-
cho or Cas A) require a proton spectrum / ?�4.3 (Caprioli 2011).
Interestingly, the same spectral index is also inferred based upon
gamma-ray spectra measured from massive stellar clusters (Aha-
ronian et al. 2019), and inferred from CR transport in the Galaxy
(Evoli et al. 2019, 2020). From the theoretical point of view, some
deviations from the standard predicted spectra are expected when
the Alfvénic Mach number is finite and of order a few (Bell 1978).
In the case discussed above, the magnetic field at the shock is as
given in Eq. (11) and the Alfvén speed can be easily calculated
to be E�,1 = EF[1/2

⌫

p
2, for a strong shock. This means that the

Alfvénic Mach number is ⇠ 4.5. Because of the development of
turbulence in the upstream plasma, one can expect that the e�ec-
tive Alfvén speed, accounting for the waves moving in all direc-
tions, is vanishingly small. On the other hand, as shown by Caprioli
et al. (2020) using hybrid simulations, for self-generated perturba-
tions, downstream of the shock there seems to be a net velocity of
these waves in the direction away from the shock. In a parametric
form, we can write the mean velocity of the waves downstream as
Ē�,2 = j

p
11

2
p

2
[1/2
⌫ EF , where j = 0 for waves that are symmetrically

moving in all directions.
On a very general ground, the slope of accelerated particles is

determined by the e�ective compression ratio which accounts for
the average speed of the scattering centers:

f2 =
EF ,1

EF ,2 + Ē�,2
=

4

1 + 4.68j [1/2
⌫

. (18)

A spectral slope of 4.3 would require f2 = 3.3, which in turn would
imply j [1/2

⌫ = 4.5 ⇥ 10�2. Using as a reference value [⌫ ⇡ 0.1,
this condition translates to j ⇡ 14%. Hence an asymmetry at the
level of ⇠ 10 ÷ 15% in the modes would be su�cient to produce
spectra of accelerated particles somewhat steeper than ?�4.

3.2 Self-generated turbulence

On top of MHD turbulence, some level of magnetic field self-
generation is also expected due to the excitation of streaming insta-
bility by accelerated particles in the proximity of the termination
shock. Below we briefly discuss the resonant and the non-resonant
branch of this instability. If the spectrum of accelerated particles
is ⇠ ?�4, then the resonant instability produces a flat turbulence
power spectrum (Amato & Blasi 2006):

Fres =
✓
X⌫

⌫1

◆2
=

c

2
bCR
⇤

EF
E�

=
c

2
bCR
⇤

(2[⌫)�1/2, (19)

where we introduced ⇤ = ln(?max/<?2) ⇠ 13. Notice that here
we are assuming that the self-generated turbulence is produced on
top of a large scale field (yet turbulent on smaller scales). This is
a rather risky procedure for a few reasons: first, the instability is
calculated assuming that there is a regular, well defined field that
defines the unperturbed particle trajectories, not a turbulent field.
Second, in the presence of pre-existing turbulence, the growth of
the instability is quenched, as discussed by Farmer & Goldreich
(2004). In conclusion, the power spectrum reported above should
be considered as an absolute upper limit to the strength of the
phenomenon. In any case, one can see that Fres becomes of order
unity only for [⌫ . 10�4, a rather small value. In any case the
turbulent quenching would make this phenomenon of little impact.

Contrary to resonant modes, the non-resonant streaming insta-
bility (Bell 2004) is allowed to grow only if the energy density in
the CR current times EF/2 is smaller than the energy density in the
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Figure 8. Volume integrated gamma ray flux for Model 4, with [ =
0.04 and = = 10 (solid) and 20 cm�3 (dashed), and for Model 3 with
= = 10 cm�3 (dotted). The CR acceleration e�ciency in the three cases
is bCR = 0.69%, bCR = 0.37% and bCR = 0.81% respectively. The
preliminary LHAASO data point (Cao et al. 2021b) has also been introduced.

details of the gamma ray spectrum and morphology at ⇢W & 100
TeV to build a more physical picture of CR transport in the Cygnus
region.

Based on the information available at the present time, the
gamma ray emission at ⇠ 100 TeV clearly indicates the presence
of some accelerated particles in the PeV range. However, this does
not imply that the Cygnus OB-2 is necessarily a PeVatron from
the point of view of explaining the CR spectrum, in that one can
clearly see that the e�ective maximum energy (defined as the energy
where the power law extrapolation from lower energies in the CR
spectrum drops by 1/4) is well below PeV (see also Figure 3). The
experimental facilities that are being built are reaching such a high
sensitivity that they are now able to measure the flux in the cuto�
region down to very low fluxes. This result is in fact of the utmost
importance, in that the shape of the cuto� carries information about
the acceleration process. However, detection of 100 TeV photons
does not automatically imply that a source is able to produce enough
protons at ⇠PeV energy so as to explain the knee.

An additional piece of information on the origin of the accel-
erated particles and of the non-thermal emission is carried by the
morphology of the gamma ray emission. The flux of gamma rays
observed by HAWC with energy > 1 TeV is shown in Figure 9 in
four bins with increasing distance from the center of the star clus-
ter. These fluxes are obtained by integrating the gamma ray flux in
rings around the center of the cocoon (Abeysekara et al. 2021). The
results of our calculations for the same cases illustrated in Figure 8
(and reported in Table 1) are shown as thick dots.

Within the HAWC error bars, the theoretical calculation of the
morphology of the gamma ray emission appears to be in excellent
agreement with observations. In fact, in addition to the energy inte-
grated information, one can also use some preliminary information
on the spectrum in each of the four spatial bins: this information is
shown in Figure 10, where the shaded areas represent the HAWC
spectral fit in the di�erent bins and the curves show our results
in the same bins, for the same models discussed in Figure 8 (the
corresponding value of flux and photon spectral index are reported
in Table 2, from a private communication with Binita Hona). The

[t]

Figure 9. Gamma ray flux above 1 TeV in rings around the center of Cygnus
OB2. The red dots with error bars are the results obtained by HAWC (Abey-
sekara et al. 2021). The colored circles refer to the same cases of Figure 8:
Model 4 with = = 10 cm�3 (blue dots) and = = 20 cm�3 (black dots);
Model 3 with = = 10 cm�3 and the downstream di�usion coe�cient
reduced by a factor 2 (green dots). In all cases [ = 0.04.

agreement between the predicted and the observed gamma ray spec-
tra in the four bins seems evident.

Since the fit to the observations is dominated by the lower
energy bins (. 10 TeV) where the error bars are smaller, it is to
be expected that some di�erences with models may appear at the
higher energies. In this sense, the future LHAASO measurements of
the gamma ray emission from the Cygnus region will play a crucial
role in assessing the role of stellar clusters as particle accelerators.

We notice that a similar analysis of the morphology of the
gamma ray emission has also been performed by Aharonian et al.
(2019) in the region of energies accessible to Fermi-LAT. The anal-
ysis suggests that the emission is peaked in the center of the system,
rather at odds with the findings at high energies illustrated above.
This point will be extensively discussed in the upcoming article by
Menchiari et al. (2023).

A final comment concerns the impact of the bubble size
on the gamma-ray emission. We have seen in § 2.1 that, under
the reasonable assumption that the target gas is mainly concen-
trated in clumps with density =cl ⇡ 103 cm�3 and size 'cl ⇡ 1 pc,
cooling would reduce the bubble size by ⇡ 30% with respect to
the adiabatic model adopted here. Using the parameters in Ta-
ble 1, the nominal size of the bubble excavated by the wind is
⇠ 100 pc. Even a reduction of such size by ⇠ 30% would still
result in a region that is larger than the⇠ 55 pc from which most
gamma ray emission are detected in Aharonian et al. (2019) and
Abeysekara et al. (2021). Hence, since we expect the gamma-ray
emission to be roughly / 'b, the small changes can be easily
reabsorbed in a small change in either the target gas density
or in the CR acceleration e�ciency. Also the impact on ?max
is marginal and similar values can be obtained by slightly in-
creasing the value of [⌫ or requiring a slightly larger di�usion
suppression of the downstream di�usion coe�cient.

Very similar considerations can be made in terms of the im-
pact on our results of the uncertainty in the cluster age, which
ranges between 2 and 7 Myr. According to Eq. (2), 'b / C

3/5,
hence changing the age from the 3 Myr to 7 Myr produces a bub-
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We find that in, addition to an overall 2nd order stochas-
tic acceleration mechanism, a 1st order process is at work
as well, due to temporary trapping of particles in coherent
structures.

4.1. Stochastic energization

Figure 4 displays the running energy diffusion coefficient
as a function of energy, assuming that in fact the motion of
the particles can be described in terms of a random walk in
momentum space:

DEE =
h(�E(�t))2i

2�t
. (7)

It is evident that after a transient, the energy diffusion co-
efficient saturates at a roughly constant value. This im-
plies the presence of diffusion in energy space, thus reveal-
ing the typical nature of a 2nd order process (Ostrowski and
Siemieniec-Ozieblło 1997). The energy diffusion coefficient
DEE ' 0.01vAE2

0/lc implies a characteristic time for the
energy diffusion process ⌧di↵,E = E2/DEE ⇠ 102lc/vA

that is consistent with the large time scale for growth of the
average energy that occurs at late times in our simulations
(not shown here). The slight increase recovered in DEE for
very large �t may be due to the fact that the averaged gyrora-
dius starts to increase on this timescale due to other processes
(see below), thus making DEE move away from the plateau.
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Figure 4. Running energy diffusion coefficient DEE as a function
of �t.

Another signature of an active stochastic energization
mechanism comes by looking at the probability density
functions (PDFs) of the relative energy gain �E(�t)/E,
displayed in Fig. 5 for �t = 0.05lc/vA (blue) and
�t = 0.5lc/vA (black). The PDFs have been computed aver-
aging on the initial time instants t up to t = tmax ' 22lc/vA.
Particles are likely to undergo both increases and decreases
of energy. Although the distribution is peaked at small val-
ues, larger changes of energy up to & �A (dashed gray lines
in Fig. 5) are allowed. The distribution functions are skewed

towards positive value of energy changes, since the stan-
dardized skewness is s̃ = 0.20 for �t = 0.05lc/vA and
s̃ = 0.12 for �t = 0.5lc/vA, where s̃ = s/�3. Here, �
and s are, respectively, the standard deviation and the skew-
ness (third-order moment) of the distribution function. The
distribution function of the relative energy gains is mani-
festly non-Maxwellian for small �t and tends to recover
the Maxwellian shape for larger �t. Indeed, the kurtosis 
–defined as the fourth-order moment of the PDF normalized
by �4– is  = 4.84 and  = 3.69 for �t = 0.05lc/vA and
�t = 0.5lc/vA, respectively.

Figure 5. Probability density functions (PDFs) of �E/E with
�t = 0.05lc/vA (blue) and �t = 0.5lc/vA (black). The red and
orange dashed curves correspond to the associated Gaussian distri-
butions. Dot-dashed and dashed gray lines indicate the values �2

A

and �A, respectively.

The presence of positively skewed PDFs indicates that en-
ergy increase is more favourable than energy decrease. This
provides the secular direction of the process, leading to a net
energy gain.

Clearly all acceleration processes are at work simultane-
ously and it is not trivial to discriminate among them by
looking at a collection of particles: what we can say is that
basically all test particles launched in the simulation box suf-
fer the second order process illustrated above. As we dis-
cuss below, a small fraction of particles happen to be trapped
in selected structures and get energized through a first order
process. It is not clear to which extent these few particles can
affect the shape of the high energy gain tail of the PDF shown
in Fig. 5.

4.2. Particle trapping in coherent structures: 1st order
acceleration

In Fig. 6 we show the particle spectra of particles in the
simulation box, after a time t indicated in the figure. A
few comments are in order: 1) particles are injected at en-
ergy E0 that for the natural units adopted here corresponds
to E0 = 1.6PeV. 2) While time evolves, the second order
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plies the presence of diffusion in energy space, thus reveal-
ing the typical nature of a 2nd order process (Ostrowski and
Siemieniec-Ozieblło 1997). The energy diffusion coefficient
DEE ' 0.01vAE2

0/lc implies a characteristic time for the
energy diffusion process ⌧di↵,E = E2/DEE ⇠ 102lc/vA

that is consistent with the large time scale for growth of the
average energy that occurs at late times in our simulations
(not shown here). The slight increase recovered in DEE for
very large �t may be due to the fact that the averaged gyrora-
dius starts to increase on this timescale due to other processes
(see below), thus making DEE move away from the plateau.
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Figure 4. Running energy diffusion coefficient DEE as a function
of �t.

Another signature of an active stochastic energization
mechanism comes by looking at the probability density
functions (PDFs) of the relative energy gain �E(�t)/E,
displayed in Fig. 5 for �t = 0.05lc/vA (blue) and
�t = 0.5lc/vA (black). The PDFs have been computed aver-
aging on the initial time instants t up to t = tmax ' 22lc/vA.
Particles are likely to undergo both increases and decreases
of energy. Although the distribution is peaked at small val-
ues, larger changes of energy up to & �A (dashed gray lines
in Fig. 5) are allowed. The distribution functions are skewed

towards positive value of energy changes, since the stan-
dardized skewness is s̃ = 0.20 for �t = 0.05lc/vA and
s̃ = 0.12 for �t = 0.5lc/vA, where s̃ = s/�3. Here, �
and s are, respectively, the standard deviation and the skew-
ness (third-order moment) of the distribution function. The
distribution function of the relative energy gains is mani-
festly non-Maxwellian for small �t and tends to recover
the Maxwellian shape for larger �t. Indeed, the kurtosis 
–defined as the fourth-order moment of the PDF normalized
by �4– is  = 4.84 and  = 3.69 for �t = 0.05lc/vA and
�t = 0.5lc/vA, respectively.

Figure 5. Probability density functions (PDFs) of �E/E with
�t = 0.05lc/vA (blue) and �t = 0.5lc/vA (black). The red and
orange dashed curves correspond to the associated Gaussian distri-
butions. Dot-dashed and dashed gray lines indicate the values �2

A

and �A, respectively.

The presence of positively skewed PDFs indicates that en-
ergy increase is more favourable than energy decrease. This
provides the secular direction of the process, leading to a net
energy gain.

Clearly all acceleration processes are at work simultane-
ously and it is not trivial to discriminate among them by
looking at a collection of particles: what we can say is that
basically all test particles launched in the simulation box suf-
fer the second order process illustrated above. As we dis-
cuss below, a small fraction of particles happen to be trapped
in selected structures and get energized through a first order
process. It is not clear to which extent these few particles can
affect the shape of the high energy gain tail of the PDF shown
in Fig. 5.

4.2. Particle trapping in coherent structures: 1st order
acceleration

In Fig. 6 we show the particle spectra of particles in the
simulation box, after a time t indicated in the figure. A
few comments are in order: 1) particles are injected at en-
ergy E0 that for the natural units adopted here corresponds
to E0 = 1.6PeV. 2) While time evolves, the second order
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in Fig. 5) are allowed. The distribution functions are skewed
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s̃ = 0.12 for �t = 0.5lc/vA, where s̃ = s/�3. Here, �
and s are, respectively, the standard deviation and the skew-
ness (third-order moment) of the distribution function. The
distribution function of the relative energy gains is mani-
festly non-Maxwellian for small �t and tends to recover
the Maxwellian shape for larger �t. Indeed, the kurtosis 
–defined as the fourth-order moment of the PDF normalized
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The presence of positively skewed PDFs indicates that en-
ergy increase is more favourable than energy decrease. This
provides the secular direction of the process, leading to a net
energy gain.

Clearly all acceleration processes are at work simultane-
ously and it is not trivial to discriminate among them by
looking at a collection of particles: what we can say is that
basically all test particles launched in the simulation box suf-
fer the second order process illustrated above. As we dis-
cuss below, a small fraction of particles happen to be trapped
in selected structures and get energized through a first order
process. It is not clear to which extent these few particles can
affect the shape of the high energy gain tail of the PDF shown
in Fig. 5.

4.2. Particle trapping in coherent structures: 1st order
acceleration

In Fig. 6 we show the particle spectra of particles in the
simulation box, after a time t indicated in the figure. A
few comments are in order: 1) particles are injected at en-
ergy E0 that for the natural units adopted here corresponds
to E0 = 1.6PeV. 2) While time evolves, the second order
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process leads to a broadening of the distribution function,
namely there are both particles losing energy and particles
gaining energy. On average however, the particle energy in-
creases as one can see by noticing that the peak of the dis-
tribution moves towards higher energies. 3) Contemporane-
ously an approximately power law is created at high energies
that eventually extends to particles with energies such that
rg ' lc. This typically happens at times t & 10lc/vA.
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Figure 6. Particle PDFs at different time instants showing the en-
ergization process. The vertical dot-dashed gray line highlights
rg = lc, while the orange dot-dashed line displays the �5/2 power-
law slope.

For the sake of comparison, we also report in Fig. 6 a
line indicating the spectrum / E�5/2, that was predicted
and observed by different groups, although for very different
systems and with different qualitative premises.

The pioneering numerical simulations of Ambrosiano et al.
(1988) found evidence for accelerated particles with a power-
law tail with a slope compatible with �5/2, using two-
dimensional simulations. As we discuss below, the dimen-
sionality of the problem is very important in assessing the
efficiency of trapping processes that are responsible for par-
ticle energization. Moreover, Ambrosiano et al. (1988) fo-
cused on the extraction of particles from the thermal bath, for
which the particle velocity remains close to that of the back-
ground thermal particles. As we discuss below, the accelera-
tion, trapping and escape from the acceleration region work
in somewhat different way for relativistic particles. More-
over, as it is well known, the slope in energy should not be
the same in any case for relativistic and non-relativistic parti-
cles: this is so even for particles accelerated at a strong shock,
for which the spectrum of accelerated particles in momentum
is f(p) / p�4, but when expressed in terms of energy it is
N(E) / E�2 for relativistic particles and / E�3/2 for non-
relativistic particles.

The slope �5/2 was also predicted by de Gouveia dal Pino
and Lazarian (2005); del Valle et al. (2016), where a shock-
like toy model was introduced to describe a reconnection re-

gion: the particles would be advected into the reconnection
region with the inflowing plasma and would be expelled (the
analog of escape to downstream in the case of a shock) at the
speed of the reconnection exhaust. This determines a sort of
universal spectrum for the accelerated particles. Such uni-
versality was later criticized by Drury (2012). In fact for
particles that are being energized, it is unlikely that the ve-
locity of the exhaust may play any role in the shaping of the
spectrum of accelerated particles, since the particles’ Larmor
radius becomes quickly larger than the thickness of the cur-
rent sheet. As we mentioned above, the spectrum E�5/2 is
shown in Fig. 6 only as a reference, while it appears to be
asymptotically reached in our simulations only for exceed-
ingly long times compared with the dynamical time of the
MHD turbulence.

In the perspective of understanding the nature of the ac-
celeration processes at work, in the top panel of figure 7 we
show the temporal evolution of the gyroradius averaged on
the full particles ensemble (red dashed line), while the red
shadowed area corresponds to the standard deviation of the
averaged gyroradius. We clearly see that there is a secular
increase of the particles’ energy, which we attribute to the
random interaction with the inductive electric fields in the
simulation box. The black curve shows the temporal evolu-
tion of the particle gyroradius that, after a time T ⇠ 22lc/vA,
turns out to be the most energetic particle in the simulation. It
is worth noticing as for early times, namely on the left side of
the first vertical dashed line (t ⇡ 8lc/vA), the fluctuations in
the particle gyroradius (or its energy) are compatible with the
fluctuations expected based on the bulk of the particles in the
simulation (shadowed area). Moreover, the particle energy is
clearly carrying out a random walk, in that it increases and
decreases, a typical feature of a second order process.

At a time t ⇡ 8lc/vA an exponential increase of the par-
ticle energy starts (the plot is in lin-log scale) and lasts for
about ⇠ 10lc/vA. The end of this period is marked as the
rightmost vertical dashed line (t ⇡ 17.5lc/vA). This period
of rapid energization suggests that a small number of parti-
cles experience some new phenomenon. This number must
be small since the energy gained by such particles is visibly
larger than the typical deviation from the mean (shadowed
area).

We notice that, superposed to the main regular energy
growth, there remain visible small-scale oscillations of the
particle energy (see inset in Fig. 7). In particular, we vi-
sually identify a smaller scale oscillation whose period is
T ' 5⇥ 10�2lc/vA that corresponds to the particle gyromo-
tion ⌧g = 2⇡/⌦g = 2⇡rg/c. A larger scale modulation with
period T ' 5⇥ 10�1lc/vA is also observed and this may be
correlated with fluctuations of the magnetic field intensity on
this timescale. This is suggestive of the simultaneous pres-
ence of additional processes, such as mixing of 2nd/1st order



SO FAR SO GOOD…BUT SOMETHING NEW 
POPPED OUT — PARTICLE TRAPPING
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Figure 8. Particle trajectory in the 3D domain, being points coloured with the particle energy, where the color scale goes from blue to red as the
particle energy increases. Magnetic field lines, coloured with the magnitude of the magnetic field itself (again from blue to red as the magnetic
field magnitude is larger), indicate that the particle is trapped in a flux tube and it is accelerated when the flux-tube is feeling the gradients
associated with the interaction with another large-scale structure. The right panel shows a inset of the left plot zoomed in the trapping region
and limited in time to few particle gyrations. The green line in each panel corresponds to the correlation length lc.

the magnetic field: in particular, a non-null magnetic helicity
indicates twisted, helical magnetic structures.

The values of these variables at the particle position are
displayed in Fig. 9. The exponential phase is limited by the
green dashed vertical lines. The structure responsible for the
exponential growth of the particle energy is a relatively quiet
region in which the current density is relatively smooth. In
comparison, the current outside the structure easily reaches
intense values j & 4jrms, but such intense peaks are not evi-
dent within the structure. The magnetic fluctuations are also
less intense within the structure, as the r.m.s. value of mag-
netic fluctuations reduces there by a factor 3� 4 with respect
to the global value.

The structure is furthermore characterized by a finite mag-
netic helicity, suggesting a flux-tube and/or plasmoid-like
shape where magnetic field lines wrap helically on them-
selves. A finite magnetic helicity also suggests that the struc-
ture tends to be force-free as a||b ! j||b, i.e. it may be
a large-scale quasi-equilibrium structure typical of intermit-
tent plasma turbulence, where nonlinearities are deplected
(Matthaeus et al. 2015).

The properties of the particle trapped in the accelerating
coherent structure are also remarkable. The top panel of Fig.
10 illustrates the pitch-angle cosine of the particle, here de-
fined as

µloc =
B · v
|B||v| = cos ✓vB, (8)

since the regular field is absent.

Figure 9. Current density j = r ⇥ B (top), scaled to its r.m.s.
value, and normalized magnetic helicity hm = a · B/(|a||B|)
(bottom), computed at the particle position, as a function of time.
The red dashed line corresponds to a large-scale current average
performed over �t ' 0.5lc/vA.

A FEW OUT OF 100,000 PARTICLES SEEM TO EXPERIENCE THIS 
PHENOMENON—  

BUT THOSE FEW PARTICLES BEHAVE IN VERY PECULIAR MANNER



PARTICLE TRAPPING — 
EXPONENTIAL ENERGY INCREASE
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Figure 7. Typical behavior of a trapped particle showing an expo-
nential growth of energy, that occurs within the two vertical green
dashed lines. The particle gyroradius for the trapped particles in-
creases exponentially over a time-scale ⌧ & 10lc/vA. This growth
is much faster than the growth of the averaged gyroradius, where
the average is performed on the full ensemble of test-particles (red
dashed line). The dashed red area represents the standard deviation
of the averaged gyroradius. The bottom panel shows the particle
trajectory illustrating that the particle is trapped.

processes and a role of mirroring or drifts. The multiscale
complexity of the overall energization dynamics is evidenced
by the appearance of at least four timescales in Figure 7 – the
exponential time scale, the gyromotion, the modulation seen
in the inset, and the second order energy gain seen to the left
and right sides of the exponential phase.

The peculiar behaviour of the particles during the expo-
nential phase is best illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig.
7, where we show the particle’s trajectory. One can see that
during the stage of exponential energy growth, the particle
is trapped in a small region of the computational domain of
size ⇠ 0.5lc. In fact, the spatial excursion per unit lc/vA is
about ten times smaller between the dashed lines than outside
that region. The particle escapes from the trapping region
when its gyroradius becomes comparable with the island size
lisl ⇠ lc.

The phenomenology of this trapping can be also appreci-
ated by looking at the particle trajectory in the 3D domain.
Fig. 8 shows the particle trajectory as dots coloured with the

particle energy, where the color scale goes from blue to red
as particle energy increases. Magnetic field lines near the
trapping region are also displayed, coloured with the ampli-
tude of the field itself (again going from blue to red as the
magnetic field amplitude increases). When the particle is not
trapped, it carries out an erratic motion in the whole com-
putational domain, akin to an unconstrained random walk.
The trapping is associated with a spherical-like motion con-
strained within a flux-tube like structure. The energization
occurs when the flux-tube is perturbed by another large-scale
structure, more easily appreciated in the right panel of Fig.
8. This confirms the scenario that an intense acceleration
can occur when magnetic islands and, more in general, large-
scale plasma structures, are interacting (collapsing, merging,
etc) with other similar structures (Drake et al. 2006; Kowal
et al. 2011), leading to a locally strong magnetic field gradi-
ent.

It is important to point out here that there is not an evident
association of the structure responsible for the exponential
growth of the particle energy with the process of magnetic
reconnection. Magnetic reconnection is a sufficient condi-
tion for generating large-scale islands where particles can be
trapped. Indeed, it can be expected that when magnetic field
reconnects in a turbulent environment, the magnetic islands
produced by reconnection interact, thus allowing the intense
and fast energization process. However it is apparently not
necessary that reconnection be present during the energiza-
tion process itself. Other configurations without the explicit
invocation of magnetic reconnection, such as the interaction
of two large-scale turbulent structures (e.g. flux ropes, as re-
cently reported in recent Parker Solar Probe observations by
Pecora et al. (2021)), may provide a similar behavior, pro-
vided that the magnetic geometry of the interaction region
favors particle trapping. We remark that the direct accelera-
tion due to the electric field at the reconnection site is neg-
ligible for the relativistic particles considered in the present
work, given that such particles have a gyroradius much larger
than the typical width of current sheets.

4.3. Characterization of trapping and concomitant energy
gain

In order to characterize the coherent structure that entraps
and gives a significant boost to the particle energy, we cal-
culate the current density j = r ⇥ B and the normalized
magnetic helicity hm = a ·B/(|a||B|), being B = r⇥ a,
interpolated at the particle position. The current density is
a direct proxy of the small-scale gradients of the magnetic
field and an intense current density is expected to highlight
small-scale structures and current sheets where magnetic re-
connection and, in general, dissipative processes may occur
(see Pezzi et al. (2021a) and references therein). On the
other hand, the magnetic helicity measures the topology of

• FOR THE LONGEST TIME PARTICLES 
S IMPLY DIFFUSE IN SPACE (AND 
ENERGY) 

• THEN EVENTUALLY A FEW OF THEM GET 
TRAPPED SOMEWHERE 

• DURING THOSE PERIODS THE ENERGY 
GROWS EXPONENTIALLY 

• …UNTIL THEY EVENTUALLY ESCAPE THE 
TRAPPING REGION



WHAT ARE THESE TRAPPING 
REGIONS?
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Figure 8. Particle trajectory in the 3D domain, being points coloured with the particle energy, where the color scale goes from blue to red as the
particle energy increases. Magnetic field lines, coloured with the magnitude of the magnetic field itself (again from blue to red as the magnetic
field magnitude is larger), indicate that the particle is trapped in a flux tube and it is accelerated when the flux-tube is feeling the gradients
associated with the interaction with another large-scale structure. The right panel shows a inset of the left plot zoomed in the trapping region
and limited in time to few particle gyrations. The green line in each panel corresponds to the correlation length lc.

the magnetic field: in particular, a non-null magnetic helicity
indicates twisted, helical magnetic structures.

The values of these variables at the particle position are
displayed in Fig. 9. The exponential phase is limited by the
green dashed vertical lines. The structure responsible for the
exponential growth of the particle energy is a relatively quiet
region in which the current density is relatively smooth. In
comparison, the current outside the structure easily reaches
intense values j & 4jrms, but such intense peaks are not evi-
dent within the structure. The magnetic fluctuations are also
less intense within the structure, as the r.m.s. value of mag-
netic fluctuations reduces there by a factor 3� 4 with respect
to the global value.

The structure is furthermore characterized by a finite mag-
netic helicity, suggesting a flux-tube and/or plasmoid-like
shape where magnetic field lines wrap helically on them-
selves. A finite magnetic helicity also suggests that the struc-
ture tends to be force-free as a||b ! j||b, i.e. it may be
a large-scale quasi-equilibrium structure typical of intermit-
tent plasma turbulence, where nonlinearities are deplected
(Matthaeus et al. 2015).

The properties of the particle trapped in the accelerating
coherent structure are also remarkable. The top panel of Fig.
10 illustrates the pitch-angle cosine of the particle, here de-
fined as

µloc =
B · v
|B||v| = cos ✓vB, (8)

since the regular field is absent.
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Figure 9. Current density j = r ⇥ B (top), scaled to its r.m.s.
value, and normalized magnetic helicity hm = a · B/(|a||B|)
(bottom), computed at the particle position, as a function of time.
The red dashed line corresponds to a large-scale current average
performed over �t ' 0.5lc/vA.

• IN THE TRAPPING REGIONS THE 
CURRENT IS NOT LARGE!  

• THESE ARE NOT RECONNECTION 
REGIONS, WHERE USUALLY PEOPLE 
ASSUME INTERESTING THINGS 
SHOULD HAPPEN 

• THIS IS CONFIRMED BY THE 
HELICITY WHICH ALSO IS NOT 
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Concurrently to the period when the particle is trapped,
its pitch-angle cosine displays reduced oscillations around
the mean zero value. In fact, µloc oscillations, estimated as
(�µloc)rms, are weaker by a factor 3� 4 inside the structure
with respect to outside.
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Figure 10. Top: Time evolution of the pitch-angle cosine µloc.
The time window associated with trapping is limited by the vertical
green dashed lines. The red dashed line is the large-scale current av-
erage performed over �t ' 0.5lc/vA. Bottom: Time spectrum of
the µloc, when the particle is trapped. The yellow shaded area cor-
responds to the gyroradius range experienced by the particle during
this time window.

The trapped particle has a peculiar motion configuration,
with a pitch-angle almost perpendicular to the local field.
This indicates that the particle is trapped within an elongated
2D-like flux-tube and, in particular, it moves in the plane per-
pendicular to the tube axis. As a consequence, within this
period, the particle experiences mainly a perpendicular ener-
gization. The evolution of the particle magnetic moment (not
shown here) also supports this view, since it shows a secu-
lar growth on the same timescale of the exponential energy
growth of the particle, while the magnetic field is roughly
constant within the same time window. Similar observa-
tions have been pointed out in the different contexts of the
so-called “second stage” of acceleration of non-relativistic
particles (Dalena et al. 2014) and, more recently, of particle

acceleration in relativistic plasma turbulence including radia-
tive losses (Comisso and Sironi 2021).

To get insights about the nature of the µloc oscillations in
the time period corresponding to trapping, the bottom panel
of Fig. 10 displays the Fourier time spectrum of µloc, per-
formed in such a window. The dashed yellow area corre-
sponds to the frequencies associated with the particle gyro-
radius, that changes within the period due to the particle en-
ergization. High-frequency µloc oscillations, associated with
the particle gyro-motion, are combined with lower frequency
fluctuations, possibly related to smaller-scale turbulent fluc-
tuations or, other effects, such as mirroring and drifts.

To demonstrate that the most intense energization is sta-
tistically associated with a small pitch-angle cosine, Fig. 11
displays the PDFs of the pitch-angle cosine conditioned to
the particle energy. In particular, we computed the PDFs
by considering the full ensemble of particles up to the time
T ' 22lc/vA and by setting the threshold Ethr = 70%Emax

(blue) and Ethr = 95%Emax (red), where Emax = 24.4PeV
(i.e. rg,max/lc = 2.2). Particles below the threshold show a
distribution compatible with isotropy, with a mean pitch an-
gle value 1/2, reported in Fig. 11 with a gray dashed line.
On the other hand, the most energetic particles displays a
strongly anisotropic distribution, peaked at small µloc, this
becoming more evident for larger thresholds.

Figure 11. PDFs of µloc conditioned with the particle energy for the
top 30% of most energetic particles (blue) and for the top 5% (red),
being the maximum energy Emax = 24.4PeV (rg,max/lc = 2.2).
The horizontal dashed gray line displays the 1/2 value, correspond-
ing to isotropic distribution. The exponential acceleration respon-
sible for the high-energy tail is associated with a small pitch-angle
cosine µ. Since we are not removing particles once they enter the
exponential phase, they consequentially undergo the standard pitch-
angle process, thus producing the observed spreading in the µloc

distribution.

This confirms that the most energetic particles preferen-
tially have a small local pitch-angle cosine, i.e. that they
move perpendicular to the local magnetic field. As we dis-
cuss in §5, this may be the very cause of the trapping: the ve-
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Concurrently to the period when the particle is trapped,
its pitch-angle cosine displays reduced oscillations around
the mean zero value. In fact, µloc oscillations, estimated as
(�µloc)rms, are weaker by a factor 3� 4 inside the structure
with respect to outside.
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erage performed over �t ' 0.5lc/vA. Bottom: Time spectrum of
the µloc, when the particle is trapped. The yellow shaded area cor-
responds to the gyroradius range experienced by the particle during
this time window.
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with a pitch-angle almost perpendicular to the local field.
This indicates that the particle is trapped within an elongated
2D-like flux-tube and, in particular, it moves in the plane per-
pendicular to the tube axis. As a consequence, within this
period, the particle experiences mainly a perpendicular ener-
gization. The evolution of the particle magnetic moment (not
shown here) also supports this view, since it shows a secu-
lar growth on the same timescale of the exponential energy
growth of the particle, while the magnetic field is roughly
constant within the same time window. Similar observa-
tions have been pointed out in the different contexts of the
so-called “second stage” of acceleration of non-relativistic
particles (Dalena et al. 2014) and, more recently, of particle

acceleration in relativistic plasma turbulence including radia-
tive losses (Comisso and Sironi 2021).

To get insights about the nature of the µloc oscillations in
the time period corresponding to trapping, the bottom panel
of Fig. 10 displays the Fourier time spectrum of µloc, per-
formed in such a window. The dashed yellow area corre-
sponds to the frequencies associated with the particle gyro-
radius, that changes within the period due to the particle en-
ergization. High-frequency µloc oscillations, associated with
the particle gyro-motion, are combined with lower frequency
fluctuations, possibly related to smaller-scale turbulent fluc-
tuations or, other effects, such as mirroring and drifts.

To demonstrate that the most intense energization is sta-
tistically associated with a small pitch-angle cosine, Fig. 11
displays the PDFs of the pitch-angle cosine conditioned to
the particle energy. In particular, we computed the PDFs
by considering the full ensemble of particles up to the time
T ' 22lc/vA and by setting the threshold Ethr = 70%Emax

(blue) and Ethr = 95%Emax (red), where Emax = 24.4PeV
(i.e. rg,max/lc = 2.2). Particles below the threshold show a
distribution compatible with isotropy, with a mean pitch an-
gle value 1/2, reported in Fig. 11 with a gray dashed line.
On the other hand, the most energetic particles displays a
strongly anisotropic distribution, peaked at small µloc, this
becoming more evident for larger thresholds.
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Figure 11. PDFs of µloc conditioned with the particle energy for the
top 30% of most energetic particles (blue) and for the top 5% (red),
being the maximum energy Emax = 24.4PeV (rg,max/lc = 2.2).
The horizontal dashed gray line displays the 1/2 value, correspond-
ing to isotropic distribution. The exponential acceleration respon-
sible for the high-energy tail is associated with a small pitch-angle
cosine µ. Since we are not removing particles once they enter the
exponential phase, they consequentially undergo the standard pitch-
angle process, thus producing the observed spreading in the µloc

distribution.

This confirms that the most energetic particles preferen-
tially have a small local pitch-angle cosine, i.e. that they
move perpendicular to the local magnetic field. As we dis-
cuss in §5, this may be the very cause of the trapping: the ve-

• THE PARTICLES THAT ARE TRAPPED IN THE 
REGION HAVE COSINE OF THE PITCH ANGLE 
VERY CLOSE TO ZERO 

• THE COSINE SHOWS FLUCTUATIONS ON A 
SCALE OF Δμ~0.2 (conservation of adiabatic 
invariant?) 

• BUT THE FLUCTUATIONS ARE MUCH LARGER 
OUTSIDE THE REGION 

• PARTICLES ARE TRAPPED IN THERE!!!



CHARGED PARTICLES IN A REGULAR B FIELD
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In the absence of an electric field one obtains  
the well known solution:
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MOTION OF A PARTICLE IN A WAVY FIELD
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THIS CHANGES ONLY 
THE X AND Y COMPONENTS 
OF THE MOMENTUM

THIS TERM CHANGES 
ONLY THE DIRECTION 
OF PZ=Pμ

Let us consider an Alfven wave 
propagating in the z direction: 

We can neglect (for now) the electric field associated with the wave, 
or in other words we can sit in the reference frame of the wave:



Remember that the wave typically moves with the Alfven speed: 

Alfven waves have frequencies << ion gyration frequency 

It is therefore clear that for a relativistic particle these waves, in first approximation, 
look like static waves. 

The equation of motion can be written as: 

If to split the momentum in parallel and perpendicular, the perpendicular component 
cannot change in modulus, while the parallel momentum is described by 



Wave form of the magnetic field with 
a random phase and frequency  
    
                  Larmor frequency 

In the frame in which the wave is at rest we can write

It is clear that the mean value of the pitch angle variation over a long enough time 
vanishes 

We want to see now what happens to 



Let us first average upon the random phase of the waves: 

And integrating over time: 

RESONANCE



IN GENERAL ONE DOES NOT HAVE A SINGLE WAVE BUT RATHER  
A POWER SPECTRUM:  

THEREFORE INTEGRATING OVER ALL OF THEM: 

OR IN A MORE IMMEDIATE FORMALISM:
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RESONANCE!!!
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THE RANDOM CHANGE OF THE PITCH ANGLE IS 
DESCRIBED BY A DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

FRACTIONAL  
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THE DEFLECTION ANGLE CHANGES BY ORDER UNITY 
IN A TIME:

PATHLENGTH FOR DIFFUSION ~ vτ
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SPATIAL DIFFUSION COEFF.




